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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 
 
 

STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL ROLES OF  

NEBULIN IN SKELETAL MUSCLE 

by 
 

David Samuel Gokhin 
 
 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Bioengineering 
 

University of California, San Diego, 2009 
 

Professor Richard L. Lieber, Chair 
 

Professor Robert L. Sah, Co-Chair 
 
 
 

 Skeletal muscles generate force through crossbridge interactions between 

actin thin filaments and myosin thick filaments within sarcomeres, which are, in turn, 

organized into a myofibrillar lattice in muscle fibers.  Sarcomere assembly involves a 

complex and poorly understood process wherein protein constituents are synthesized 

and precisely localized to their target sites.  One protein, nebulin, is believed to be a 

template or “ruler” that regulates thin filament length during actin polymerization.  

This dissertation seeks to understand the role of nebulin in vivo through a series of 

physiological experiments using a neonatal-lethal nebulin-knockout mouse model.  

 Because functional reference data from neonatal mouse skeletal muscle were 

not available in the scientific literature, a detailed analysis of the morphological, 

biochemical, and contractile properties of muscle was first performed in wild-type 
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mice from postnatal days 1 to 28.  Measurements showed that the mouse tibialis 

anterior muscle exhibits intrinsic enhancement of functional quality during postnatal 

growth independently of absolute size.  Possible explanations for this phenomenon 

include a developmental transition to mature myosin heavy chain isoform expression 

and increased myofibrillar packing within fibers. 

 The functional role of nebulin was evaluated by comparing wild-type and 

nebulin-knockout mice at postnatal days 1 and 7.  Nebulin had a dramatic impact on 

the active mechanical properties of skeletal muscle, with nebulin-deficient muscles 

exhibiting progressively inferior isometric stress generation and reduced functional 

integrity during cyclic contractions.  The length-tension curve of nebulin-deficient 

muscle was also shifted in a manner consistent with reduced thin filament length.  

Short thin filaments alone could not explain the functional deficit of nebulin-deficient 

muscle, suggesting an additional role for nebulin in lateral force transmission. 

 Finally, to further probe nebulin-mediated force transmission in muscle, the 

phenotype of I6611X nebulin-mutant mice was examined.  This mutant exhibits a 

truncation of the nebulin protein at the extreme C-terminus, thereby eliminating the 

Src homology 3 (SH3) domain that anchors nebulin in the Z-disk.  Skeletal muscle 

from the I6611X nebulin-mutant mice exhibited normal isometric stress production 

but was more susceptible to eccentric contraction-induced injury.  It is conceivable 

that the nebulin SH3 domain acts as a Z-disk stabilizer during muscle injury. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 

SKELETAL MUSCLE PHYSIOLOGY AND THE ROLE OF NEBULIN 
 
 
 

1.1 General Introduction to the Dissertation 

Skeletal muscles exist to generate forces of precise direction and magnitude to 

facilitate joint motion.  Force generation in muscle occurs through interactions 

between actin thin filaments and myosin thick filaments, which are organized into 

macromolecular complexes called sarcomeres.  Crossbridge interactions between thin 

and thick filaments create contractile forces that are transmitted both longitudinally 

and laterally throughout muscle cells and tissue.  A host of proteins aside from actin 

and myosin are present in the sarcomere, many of which have roles that remain 

ambiguous, controversial, or entirely unknown.  Putative roles for sarcomeric proteins 

include structural scaffolding and transduction of mechanical and/or chemical signals.  

Clinicians have found that mutations in genes that code for sarcomeric proteins often 

lead to muscle pathologies, which can range from mild muscle weakness to 

potentially lethal muscular dystrophy or neuromuscular degeneration.  Therefore, for 

continued progress in the treatment of muscle disease, it is crucial to develop a more 

complete understanding of the functions of sarcomeric proteins. 

A sarcomeric protein that has attracted considerable attention as an important 

contributor in muscle development, structure, and contraction is nebulin.  Nebulin is a 

large and modular protein that has been implicated in sarcomere assembly and 

mechanical integrity, regulation of thin filament length, and a group of hereditary 
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neuromuscular diseases termed nemaline myopathies.  This dissertation examines the 

biological and functional roles of nebulin in vivo, taking advantage of a novel 

neonatal-lethal nebulin-knockout mouse model. 

Chapter 1 begins by providing the motivation and background necessary to 

study neonatal muscle development and active muscle mechanics.  This is followed 

by discussions about several key muscle proteins that have been relatively well 

characterized, namely myosin, desmin, syncoilin, and titin.  Finally, the current 

understanding of nebulin will be described, with a particular emphasis on the creation 

and analysis of the nebulin-knockout mouse. 

Chapter 2, which has been published in the Journal of Experimental Biology, 

is a descriptive study examining the morphological, biochemical, and contractile 

properties of skeletal muscle during a postnatal time-course in mice.  These data were 

generated because nebulin-knockout mice die within days after birth, and no 

functional data from healthy neonatal mouse skeletal muscle were available in the 

literature for comparison.  Results indicated that skeletal muscle undergoes intrinsic 

functional enhancement during postnatal growth and development.  Functional 

enhancement occurred synchronously with increased packing of contractile material 

and a shift toward expression of mature isoforms of the heavy chain subunit of 

myosin.  This functional data served as a reference point for the subsequent analyses 

of neonatal muscle from the nebulin-knockout mouse. 

Chapter 3, which has been published in the American Journal of Physiology, 

Cell Physiology, examines the role of nebulin in the function of neonatal muscle.  

Nebulin is known to regulate thin filament length and Z-disk structure during 
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myofibrillogenesis, and nebulin-knockout mice have short thin filaments.  The 

mechanical consequences of these observations were investigated by comparing both 

basal and length-dependent isometric stress production of gastrocnemius muscles 

from neonatal wild-type and nebulin-deficient mice.  Results revealed that deletion of 

nebulin altered in length-tension properties in a manner consistent with shorter thin 

filaments.  However, short thin filaments alone could not explain the dramatically 

compromised isometric stress production, suggesting an additional role for nebulin in 

sarcomere integrity and/or lateral force transmission. 

Chapter 4 examines the force-transmitting role of nebulin in more detail.  

Emphasis was placed on the extreme C-terminus of nebulin, which contains a 

myopalladin-binding Src homology 3 (SH3) domain that anchors nebulin to the Z-

disk.  The physiological role of the nebulin SH3 domain was assessed by comparing 

muscles from wild-type and I6611X nebulin-mutant mice.  The I6611X mutation in 

the nebulin gene produces a premature truncation of the nebulin protein just upstream 

of the extreme C-terminus, thereby eliminating the SH3 domain.  Results showed that 

I6611X nebulin-mutant skeletal muscle generates identical levels of maximum 

isometric stress as wild-type muscle but is more vulnerable to eccentric contraction-

induced injury.  This result suggests that the nebulin SH3 domain has a stabilizing 

role, protecting muscle from injurious loads borne during eccentric contractions.  

Furthermore, the nebulin SH3 domain has a novel role in modulating muscle 

sensitivity to electrical stimulation, as determined by a force-frequency assay, as well 

as a role in inhibiting the phosphorylation of mitogen-activated protein kinases 

(MAPKs) during isometric exercise. 
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Chapter 5 summarizes the major findings of this dissertation and proposes 

additional directions for future research.  

 

1.2 Basic Principles of Skeletal Myogenesis 

There is a general consensus that all skeletal muscles in the vertebrate body  

(with the exception of some craniofacial muscles) originate from mesodermal 

precursor cells in the embryonic somites that diversify during morphogenesis (Biressi 

et al., 2007).  Somites are transiently expressed clusters of mesodermal tissue that are 

organized into a succession of segmented units in a cranio-caudal manner.  Somite 

differentiation gives rise to the ventral sclerotome and dorsal dermomyotome, from 

which a subset of myogenic precursor cells originates.  Myogenic precursor cells 

differentiate into mononucleated skeletal muscle cells—the myocytes of the primary 

myotome.  Formation of the primary myotome has been detailed in chick embryos 

(Denetclaw et al., 2001; Denetclaw and Ordahl, 2000; Ordahl et al., 2001), but, 

interestingly, the primary myotome appears to be dispensable for further muscle 

development (Tajbakhsh et al., 1996).  The remainder of myogenic precursor cells 

gives rise to various myoblasts and myoblast-like cells, including embryonic 

myoblasts, fetal myoblasts, and satellite cells.  A summary of possible myogenic 

precursor cell fates is depicted in Fig. 1.1.  

Later in development, a second wave of muscle formation called secondary 

myogenesis gives rise to the mature muscular system.  Here, myoblasts fuse into 

immature multinucleated myotubes, which, in turn, grow and fuse into mature 

multinucleated myocytes (muscle fibers).  Construction and elaboration of contractile 
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material occurs during myotube maturation.  Secondary myogenesis is regulated 

through the expression of four muscle-specific basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) 

transcription factors, the myogenic regulatory factors: MyoD, Myf5, Mrf4, and 

myogenin.  The roles of bHLH myogenic regulatory factors in secondary myogenesis 

have been carefully determined through the use of gene knockout models (Arnold and 

Braun, 1996).  MyoD and Myf5 play somewhat redundant roles in myoblast 

determination in vivo, because removal of either one but not both permits myogenesis 

to occur (Braun et al., 1992; Rudnicki et al., 1992; Rudnicki et al., 1993).  Myogenin, 

on the other hand, is essential for myoblasts to fuse into multinucleated fibers (Hasty 

et al., 1993).  Mrf4 is also not essential for myogenesis but acts to modulate Myf5 

activity (Braun and Arnold, 1995; Kassar-Duchossoy et al., 2004).   

Mature skeletal muscle contains myogenic stem cell populations consisting of 

satellite cells and other myoblast-like cells that have roles in growth, repair, and 

regeneration of muscle fibers.  Several transcription factors have been found to 

control the participation of myogenic stem cells in these processes.  Satellite cells, for 

example, are sandwiched between the muscle fiber sarcolemma and basal lamina and 

are normally quiescent, but they can reenter the cell cycle and fuse into nascent 

myotubes when their host muscle is injured (Charge and Rudnicki, 2004; Collins et 

al., 2005).  Paired-box transcription factors 3 and 7 (Pax3/Pax7) are expressed in 

satellite cells and are required for their specification, and Pax3/Pax7-positive 

myogenic precursor cells give rise to satellite cells (Kassar-Duchossoy et al., 2005; 

Relaix et al., 2006; Relaix et al., 2005).  Postnatal muscle growth, which occurs 

through synergistic processes of fiber hypertrophy and myogenic differentiation, is 
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managed differently; participating molecules include myogenin (Knapp et al., 2006) 

and serum response factor (SRF), a member of the myocardin family of 

transcriptional coactivators (Li et al., 2005). 

 

1.3 Basic Principles of Skeletal Muscle Mechanics 

The ability for muscles to generate force arises from the crossbridge 

interactions between thin filaments and thick filaments (myofilaments) in sarcomeres.  

Sarcomeres are arranged serially into myofibrils that are, in turn, densely packed 

inside muscle fibers (Fig. 1.2).  The fundamental properties that relate sarcomere 

kinematics with active force production are the length-tension and force-velocity 

relationships, which are both derived from isometric experiments (where muscle 

length is held constant) and isotonic experiments (where muscle force is held 

constant) (Edman, 1966; Gordon et al., 1966a; Gordon et al., 1966b; Huxley, 1957; 

Katz, 1939).  These relationships are consistent with the classic sliding filament 

model, which states that active muscle force is proportional to the degree of overlap 

between thin and thick filaments (Huxley and Niedergerke, 1954; Huxley and 

Hanson, 1954).  Analysis and application of the sliding filament model is at the 

foundation of the theory of active muscle function (Lieber, 2002). 

The length-tension relationship (Fig. 1.3) can be determined by imposing 

fixed-end (isometric) contractions on a fiber at a series of sarcomere lengths.  

Sarcomere length can be determined with a real-time approach such as laser 

diffraction.  Alternatively, tissue can be fixed or frozen and sarcomere length can be 

measured post hoc.  If single fibers are not available, whole-muscle length-tension 
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curves can be generated, but the variety of fiber types and sizes within a whole 

muscle results in an artifactual smoothing of the length-tension relationship.  Three 

characteristic regions are apparent on the curve: the ascending limb, plateau, and 

descending limb.  Each limb is associated with varying degrees of myofilament 

overlap.  As a very long (>3.65 µm) sarcomere shortens, the thin filaments begin to 

overlap with thick filaments and functional crossbridges begin to accumulate, 

corresponding to the “descending limb” of the curve.  Once myofilament overlap is 

optimized and crossbridge formation is at a maximum, the “plateau” is reached; here, 

the sarcomere exhibits optimal force-generation capacity.  If shortening continues, 

neighboring thin filaments begin to interfere with one another, attenuating force 

production.  If sarcomere length falls too low (<1.65 µm), the thick filament collides 

with the Z-disk (the protein assembly where thin filaments are anchored), force 

production is rapidly abolished, and the characteristic “ascending limb” is observed. 

The force-velocity relationship (Fig. 1.4) can be determined by imposing a 

series of precise loads on a muscle and measuring the resulting shortening (or 

lengthening) velocities.  During muscle shortening, force is inversely proportional to 

shortening velocity.  Muscle generates maximum force at zero velocity (the isometric 

case) and force decays until maximum shortening velocity is reached.  This results in 

the rectangular hyperbola that is characteristic of the shortening region of the force-

velocity curve.  On the other hand, muscle bears considerably more force than it can 

generate during active muscle lengthening (the so-called “eccentric” case).  

Interestingly, muscle force is almost entirely independent of velocity during active 

lengthening.  These distinct results suggest that different load-bearing mechanisms 
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participate in active muscle shortening versus active muscle lengthening. 

 

1.4 Myosin in Skeletal Muscle Physiology 

Together, actin thin filaments and myosin thick filaments comprise the 

contractile machinery of the sarcomere, and an amazing variety other proteins 

(including desmin, titin, and nebulin, all depicted in Fig. 1.5) have supporting roles in 

sarcomere mechanical integrity, force transmission, and signal transduction (Clark et 

al., 2002).  The myosin thick filament consists of hundreds of polymerized myosin 

molecules that act as the motor proteins of muscle contraction.  Muscle myosin is a 

hexamer consisting of two heavy chain (~220 kDa) and four light chain (~20 kDa) 

subunits.  The N-terminal region of the heavy chain subunit and two light chain 

subunits comprise the myosin head domain that forms actomyosin crossbridges and 

engages in ATP hydrolysis.  ATP hydrolysis causes the myosin head domain to 

translate ~100 Å (the “power stroke”).  The myosin power stroke is the biophysical 

origin of contractile force in muscle (Milligan, 1996; Vale and Milligan, 2000). 

Because skeletal muscles have variable functional demands and bioenergetic 

requirements, multiple isoforms of myosin motors exist (Weiss and Leinwand, 1996).  

At least eight different genes encode the heavy chain subunit.  Myosin heavy chain 

isoforms IIA, IIX, and IIB are expressed in fast-twitch muscle fibers, while isoform I 

(also called β/slow) is expressed in slow-twitch fibers.  Early developmental isoforms 

of myosin heavy chain have also been identified, and these immature isoforms have 

been termed “embryonic” and “neonatal” according to their temporal profiles of 

expression (Bottinelli, 2001; Reggiani et al., 2000; Schiaffino and Reggiani, 1994).  
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During myogenesis, all muscles express roughly identical distributions of embryonic 

and neonatal myosin heavy chain isoforms.  However, during postnatal muscle 

development, mature myosin heavy chain isoforms gradually replace their immature 

counterparts in a manner dependent on muscle activity.  It is generally accepted that 

the distribution of mature myosin heavy chain isoforms in a muscle is a fingerprint 

for that muscle’s functional role.  

 

1.5 Intermediate Filaments in Skeletal Muscle Physiology 

While the active force-generating properties of the actomyosin system have 

been the subject of investigation for decades, only recently has focus shifted toward 

the lateral force-transmitting, force-integrating, and force-sensing properties of other 

muscle-specific proteins.  The intermediate filament desmin (~52 kDa) is the 

predominant intermediate filament constituent of skeletal muscle, enriched at Z-disks, 

sarcolemma, and myotendinous junctions (Lazarides, 1980).  Desmin intermediate 

filaments are composed of a central α-helical rod domain flanked by N-terminal head 

and C-terminal tail regions.  Desmin monomers assemble with both side-to-side and 

head-to-tail associations to form polymeric aggregates.   

Desmin is important for both active and passive muscle biomechanics, 

transmitting force between the contractile apparatus and dystrophin-associated protein 

complexes (DAPCs) in the sarcolemma.  Desmin’s binding partners have been 

discovered using yeast two-hybrid screens and confirmed through 

coimmunolocalization and coimmunoprecipitation experiments.  Desmin directly 

interacts with nebulin at the Z-disk periphery (Bang et al., 2002), thereby providing a 
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pathway for force to be directed laterally away from the Z-disk and towards DAPCs 

in the cell membrane.  By linking the Z-disk to the DAPC, desmin acts a central 

player in the mechanical coupling of intra- and extrasarcomeric mechanical forces. 

The functional role of desmin in skeletal muscle force transmission has been 

elucidated using studies with desmin-knockout mice.  Desmin-knockout mice are 

viable and fertile, with superficially normal muscle structure.  As they age, however, 

they develop a progressive myopathy that is most pronounced in slow-twitch muscles, 

such as the soleus (Li et al., 1997). Desmin-knockout muscles also produce less stress 

than wild-type muscles when subjected to maximal isometric activation, indicating 

that force transmission is impaired in the absence of desmin (Sam et al., 2000).  

Paradoxically, however, desmin-knockout muscles exhibit a reduced susceptibility to 

eccentric contraction-induced mechanical injury (Sam et al., 2000).  While it is 

unclear why desmin-knockout muscles should simultaneously exhibit decreased and 

decreased isometric stress levels, the answer probably lies in desmin’s connection to 

the Z-disk.  In the absence of desmin, adjacent Z-disks lose their alignment under 

passive stretch conditions, presumably due to the loss of desmin-mediated 

interconnections among them (Shah et al., 2004; Shah et al., 2002).  Therefore, 

desmin-knockout muscle likely exhibits increased myofibrillar compliance and 

increased ease of intermyofibrillar shearing during loading.  These changes in 

myofibrillar mechanics may actually protect desmin-knockout muscle from injury 

under high-stress loading scenarios, such as eccentric contractions.  Based on these 

experiments, it has been concluded that desmin—through its interaction with the Z-

disk—mechanically aligns adjacent Z-disks, lending structural scaffolding to the 
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myofibrillar matrix and reducing its mechanical compliance.  

Desmin interacts with other filaments to establish protein connectivity 

throughout muscle cells, thereby integrating stresses and transmitting forces both 

laterally and longitudinally throughout muscle tissue.  One such protein, syncoilin, is 

an intermediate filament-like protein (~64 kDa) that exhibits some structural 

homology to desmin, but, unlike desmin, does not polymerize into aggregates.  

Syncoilin interacts with desmin near Z-disks and transmits forces away from the 

sarcomere and toward the DAPC by interacting with α-dystrobrevin (an integral 

DAPC constituent).  As with desmin, these interactions were discovered using yeast 

two-hybrid screens and confirmed with coimmunolocalization and 

coimmunoprecipitation experiments (Newey et al., 2001; Poon et al., 2002).   

Also as with desmin, the functional role of syncoilin in vivo has been defined 

through the use of knockout mice.  Syncoilin-knockout mice have no obvious 

pathological phenotype and do not develop a myopathy with age.  However, as with 

desmin-knockout muscles, syncoilin-knockout muscles produce less stress than wild-

type muscles (McCullagh et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008). On the other hand, 

syncoilin-knockout muscles differ from desmin-knockout muscles because syncoilin-

knockout muscles exhibit a normal vulnerability to eccentric contraction-induced 

muscle injury (Zhang et al., 2008). Thererfore, syncoilin appears to be a “pure” 

mechanical linker, with its physiological role almost entirely dedicated to force 

transmission.  In general, syncoilin is necessary to optimize isometric stress 

production in skeletal muscle, but it appears dispensable for most other muscle-

related tasks.  
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1.6 Titin in Skeletal Muscle Physiology 

Actin thin filaments and myosin thick filaments account for active mechanics 

and the various components of the intermediate filament system generally account for 

lateral force transmission, but none of these proteins sufficiently explain the robust 

passive mechanics of muscle fibers.  Here, the principal player is the immense 

modular protein titin, which comprises the “third filament” system of skeletal muscle.  

Titin is the largest known protein to date (~3.0-3.7 MDa).  The N-terminal ends of 

titin molecules from serial sarcomeres overlap at the Z-disk, while the majority of the 

molecules span the A-band and I-band.  The C-terminal ends of titin overlap in the 

M-line, thereby creating a continuous filament system (Maruyama et al., 1977; Wang 

et al., 1979).   

The critical mechanical and biological properties of titin arise from several 

remarkable structure-function relationships.  First, tandem stretches of repeating 

immunoglobulin (Ig) modules in the titin I-band region have elastic properties.  Thus 

titin appears to be a molecular “spring” that governs the stiffness of myofibrils.  

Second, its repeating motif structure, early localization during sarcomere assembly, 

and interactions with several muscle-specific regulatory molecules make titin a 

primary candidate for acting as a sarcomeric template and/or stabilizer.  Third, the C-

terminal region of titin contains a serine/threonine kinase domain whose function is 

unclear but suggests that titin is also involved in intracellular signaling pathways 

(Labeit and Kolmerer, 1995).  In humans, the titin gene—with 363 exons that encode 

38,138 amino acid residues—carries out all of these functions (Bang et al., 2001a).  

Numerous splice variants of titin are known to exist, mostly differing by the number 
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and size of the Ig repeats in the I-band region. 

Titin’s passive mechanics arise from Ig repeats in the titin I-band region that 

are interspersed with unique inserts.  One such insert is the PEVK domain, named as 

such because 70% of it is composed of proline, glutamine, valine, and lysine residues 

(Labeit and Kolmerer, 1995).  During sarcomere stretch, titin domains unravel in a 

precisely orchestrated manner: First, at low strain, the Ig domains elongate but do not 

unravel; at high strain, the PEVK domain unravels.  The processes of titin elongation 

and unraveling are coupled with passive force development in the molecule, which is 

then transmitted laterally by protein structures that interact with titin (Granzier and 

Labeit, 2002; Linke, 2000; Wang et al., 2001). 

 

1.7 Mechanisms of Thin Filament Length Regulation 

Clearly, the synthesis of sarcomeric proteins and their assembly into a force-

producing machine are highly regulated processes.  Both myosin thick filaments and 

actin thin filaments are polymeric, but the lengths of these polymer chains are highly 

uniform.  Thin filament length is partly regulated by the action of capping proteins.  

At the thin filament barbed end (anchored in the Z-disk), α-actinin nucleates thin 

filament polymerization and the thin filament binds to CapZ (Papa et al., 1999; 

Schafer and Cooper, 1995; Schafer et al., 1995).  At the thin filament pointed end 

(localized at the A-band), tropomodulin performs the capping function (Gregorio et 

al., 1995; Littlefield et al., 2001; McElhinny et al., 2001; Weber et al., 1994).  The 

dual-CapZ/tropomodulin capping system is a satisfactory explanation for how thin 

filaments stop growing, but it does not account for the length of the filament itself 
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(i.e., the number of actin monomers for correct thin filament function).  

 A number of models (depicted in Fig. 1.6) have been proposed for the 

specification of thin filament length (Fowler, 1996; Littlefield and Fowler, 1998).  In 

the simplest model, the “ruler” model, a single molecule with a series of actin-binding 

domains extends along the length of the thin filament, facilitating actin 

polymerization and capping.  Presumably, nebulin-based regulation of thin filament 

length falls under the “ruler” model.  A slightly more elaborate model is the “vernier” 

model, where actin copolymerizes with vernier molecules that bind a nonintegral 

number of actin monomers.  Therefore, successive vernier molecules do not bind 

identical sites on actin molecules.  The action of vernier/actin copolymerization 

allows the construction of thin filaments considerably longer than the vernier 

molecule itself.  Another model, more open-ended than either the ruler or vernier 

models, is the “scaffold” model, where a general protein template (that may have any 

number of subcomponents) specifies end-to-end distance in thin filaments.  Unlike 

the ruler or vernier models, the scaffold model does not require the enumeration of 

actin monomers during actin polymerization.  A number of additional mechanistic 

models can be developed, combining particular aspects of each of these preexisting 

models (Fowler, 1996; Littlefield and Fowler, 1998). 

 

1.8 Nebulin: Structure and Function  

Nebulin is a giant modular rod-like protein (500-900 kDa, depicted in Fig. 

1.7) that is sometimes referred to as the “fourth filament” system of skeletal muscle 

(McElhinny et al., 2003).  Nebulin was first identified in 1980 as a giant myofibrillar 
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protein distinct from either titin or the heavy chain subunit of myosin (Wang and 

Williamson, 1980), but, despite decades of research into nebulin biology, it remains 

one of the most poorly understood constituents of the skeletal muscle sarcomere. 

A growing body of scientific evidence points to nebulin as a molecular 

regulator of thin filament length during sarcomere assembly.  Nebulin isoforms arise 

from alternative splicing events and can vary dramatically in molecular weight.  

Comparative measurements of thin filaments and nebulin geometries have shown that 

thin filament length correlates strongly with nebulin isoform length across multiple 

muscle types and species (Kruger et al., 1991; Labeit et al., 1991).  Nebulin also binds 

to the actin cap tropomodulin, suggesting the nebulin and tropomodulin synergize to 

regulate thin filament length (McElhinny et al., 2001).  Analysis of the primary 

structure of nebulin has revealed arrays of actin-binding motifs arranged in repeats 

and super-repeats.  A simple and attractive idea is that each modular repeat binds to a 

single actin molecule, while the super-repeats orchestrate the placement of 

troponin/tropomyosin regulatory complexes (Jin and Wang, 1991a; Jin and Wang, 

1991b; Labeit et al., 1991; Pfuhl et al., 1994).  The tandem structure and isoform 

diversity of nebulin allows its function to be precisely tuned for the particular muscle 

type in which it is expressed.  Nebulin is also believed to have a secondary structural 

role through its interaction with desmin (Bang et al., 2002) and the Z-disk struts 

myopalladin (Bang et al., 2001b) and α-actinin (Nave et al., 1990). 

A series of mechanistic studies have demonstrated that manipulation of 

nebulin expression can modulate thin filament length (Bang et al., 2006; McElhinny 

et al., 2005; Witt et al., 2006).  Unfortunately, these studies have had conflicting 
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results: Knockdown of nebulin using small interfering RNA (siRNA) in 

cardiomyocytes in vitro elongates thin filaments, whereas targeted deletion of nebulin 

in mice shortens thin filaments.  Furthermore, siRNA knockdown of nebulin in 

skeletal myotube cultures blocks de novo myofibrillogenesis, whereas deletion of 

nebulin in mice does not affect myofibril assembly (although myofibrillar integrity 

during muscle contraction is reduced).  These conflicting results have added to the 

difficulty of precisely defining the functions of nebulin in striated muscle. 

 

1.9 The Nebulin-Knockout Mouse 

The gold standard approach for understanding a gene’s function is to develop 

a “knockout” mouse lacking that gene.  First, the gene is isolated from a DNA library.  

Then a new DNA sequence is engineered carrying a mutation (for example, a 

premature stop codon) that renders the gene inoperable.  DNA constructs are 

transfected into embryonic stem cells derived from a mouse blastocyst, and 

homologous recombination is exploited to integrate the construct into the host 

genome.  The mutant stem cells are then reintroduced back into the mouse blastocyst.  

Newborn chimeric mice are then backcrossed with normal mice, resulting in litters of 

mice that are heterozygous for the null mutation.  Further generations of inbreeding 

can produce true homozygous transgenic mice.  In many instances, gene knockout 

leads to aborted embryonic development, premature lethality, or infertility.  In these 

cases, heterozygotes must be maintained for breeding purposes.  

Efforts to better understand the in vivo function of nebulin led to the 

independent generation of two nebulin-knockout mouse lines (Bang et al., 2006; Witt 
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et al., 2006).  Nebulin-knockout mice die shortly after birth from a severe myopathy.  

Muscle weakness results in death due to a combination of starvation (from impaired 

craniofacial muscles) and suffocation/hypoxia (from an impaired diaphragm).  

Nebulin-deficient skeletal muscle appears qualitatively normal immediately after 

birth but rapidly develops ultrastructural abnormalities, including myofibrillar 

degeneration, sarcomere disorganization, and Z-disk misalignment and thickening.  

Muscle function is also impaired, with mutant muscle generating less stress and 

exhibiting an abnormal sensitivity to calcium during contraction. These observations 

suggest that nebulin-knockout mice cannot withstand the biomechanical challenges of 

the ex utero environment.  Thin filament length is also dysregulated, with nebulin-

deficient sarcomeres exhibiting thin filaments of shorter average length and broader 

length distribution (Bang et al., 2006; Witt et al., 2006).  

While the similarities between the two nebulin-knockout mouse lines are of 

principal interest, it is important to note the differences as well.  The nebulin-

knockout mice by Bang et al. begin to die at postnatal day 7 with complete 

penetration by day 10.  The mice by Witt et al. survive considerably longer, with 

complete penetration delayed until day 20.  The mice by Bang et al. have thin 

filaments that are ~25% shorter than those in wild-type mice, whereas the mice by 

Witt et al. have thin filaments as much as ~60-70% shorter than those in wild-type 

mice.  The differences between the transgenic mouse strains may arise from 

differences in the particular nebulin-mutant DNA constructs that were used in their 

development.  Some differences could simply be due to the errors or biases inherent 

in the measurement techniques preferred by the respective research groups.  
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1.10  Clinical Relevance of Nebulin 

Congenital myopathy is an umbrella term for a host of hereditary 

neuromuscular diseases associated with chronic weakness, muscle wasting, skeletal 

malformation and deformity, and premature death.  Myopathies may be progressive 

or nonprogressive and are clinically presented in a wide spectrum of severities.  

Nemaline myopathy is the most common nondystrophic myopathy, with a frequency 

of 1 per 50,000 live births (Wallgren-Pettersson et al., 2004).  Nemaline myopathy is 

associated with abnormal protein aggregates (“nemaline bodies”) in muscle cells.  

Nemaline myopathy arises due to mutations in genes that encode structural proteins in 

skeletal muscle thin filaments.  In humans, mutations in the gene encoding nebulin 

are one of the principal causes of autosomal recessive nemaline myopathy, which is 

the most common subtype of nemaline myopathy (Pelin et al., 1999; Wallgren-

Pettersson et al., 2002; Wallgren-Pettersson et al., 2004).  The nebulin-knockout 

mouse, which also exhibits unusual protein aggregates in its degenerating muscle 

cells, is a promising animal model of this disorder. 
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Figure 1.1.  Schematic of myogenic precursor cell diversification and differentiation 
during skeletal myogenesis.  From Biressi et al., 2007. 
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Figure 1.2.  The hierarchical organization of skeletal muscle.  Whole muscles are 
composed of fascicles, each containing muscle fibers densely packed in parallel.  
Single muscle fibers contain thousands of myofibrils, also packed in parallel, that are 
composed of sarcomeres arranged in series.  From Lieber, 2002. 
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Figure 1.3.  The length-tension relationship from single muscle fibers in the frog.  
Insets depict the relative positions of thin filaments (1.0 µm long) and thick filaments 
(1.6 µm long) in different regions of the length-tension relationship.  The thin line 
depicts passive tension, which, at high sarcomere lengths, supercedes active tension.  
From Lieber, 2002. 
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Figure 1.4.  The force-velocity relationship from single muscle fibers in the frog.  
Note that force increases rapidly during muscle lengthening and becomes independent 
of velocity.  On the other hand, active muscle force drops precipitously upon muscle 
shortening.  From Lieber, 2002. 
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Figure 1.5.  Schematic of skeletal muscle cytoarchitecture.  The contractile 
myofilaments (actin and myosin) and characteristic bands (A-band, I-band, M-line, 
and Z-disk) of the sarcomere are labeled.  Structures designed for lateral force 
transmission (intermediate filaments and costamere complexes) are highlighted as 
well.  From Clark et al., 2002. 
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Figure 1.6.  Models of thin filament length specification in striated muscle.  In the 
“ruler” model (top), a ruler molecule species the number of actin monomers, and 
capping molecules only bind to filaments that equal to the ruler’s length.  In the 
“vernier” model (middle), an actin/vernier copolymer is formed, and capping 
molecules only bind to thin filaments only when the copolymer is aligned.  In the 
“scaffold” model (bottom), scaffold molecules act as a strut on which thin filaments 
assemble and specify thin filament end-to-end distance.  Multiple possibilities exist 
for scaffold organization.  From Littlefield and Fowler, 1998. 
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Figure 1.7.  The molecular structure of one isoform of mouse nebulin.  Note several 
protein binding domains: myopalladin-binding (at the Z-disk), desmin-binding (at the 
I-band/Z-disk transition), and tropomodulin-binding (at the thin filament pointed 
end).  Numerous repeat and super-repeat modules contain actin-binding motifs.  From 
McElhinny et al., 2003. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 
 

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF NEONATAL SKELETAL MUSCLE  
 

FUNCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT IN THE MOUSE 
 
 
 

2.1 Summary 
 

Postnatal skeletal muscle growth is classically attributed to fiber hypertrophy 

and myogenic differentiation, but these processes do not account for the size-

independent increase of muscle mechanical performance that occurs during postnatal 

growth.  There is also little knowledge about the precise time-course of contractile 

function or the underlying factors that affect it.  The present study investigated 

morphological factors (muscle fiber size and myofibrillar packing), biochemical 

factors (myosin heavy chain isoform and desmin intermediate filament protein 

expression), and muscle architecture during postnatal development in mice.  

Physiological testing of the mouse tibialis anterior revealed that maximum isometric 

stress increased from 27±3 kPa at postnatal day 1 to 169±10 kPa by postnatal day 28, 

roughly a 6-fold increase.  Morphological measurements revealed a robust increase in 

the size-independent packing of myofibrillar matrix material occurring with the 

functional improvement, with just 48.1±5.5% of the cross-sectional area filled with 

myofibrils at postnatal day 1 while 92.5±0.9% was filled by day 28.  Expression of 

four myosin heavy chain isoforms (embryonic, neonatal, IIX, and IIB) as well as 

desmin correlated significantly with muscle mechanical function.  Stepwise multiple 

regression showed that, of the variables measured, percent content of neonatal myosin 
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heavy chain was the best predictor of mechanical function during the postnatal time-

course.  These data provide the first specific structural basis for increases in muscle 

tension development during growth.  Therefore, models of muscle growth must be 

modified to include an intrinsic quality enhancement component. 

 

2.2 Introduction 
 

Postnatal growth of skeletal muscle in mammals occurs rapidly and continues 

until adulthood.  Rodent studies show that whole-body muscle mass increases 50-fold 

during growth, and muscle contributes to roughly 50% of added mass of the growing 

animal (Allen et al., 1979).  Postnatal muscle growth is attributed primarily to muscle 

fiber hypertrophy, which increases the diameter of existing fibers through protein 

deposition and, synergistically, through the differentiation of myogenic stem cells that 

synthesize new myotubes and establish new myonuclear domains (Christ and Brand-

Saberi, 2002; O'Connor et al., 2007; White and Esser, 1989; Zammit et al., 2006).  

However, during muscle growth, and specifically during the perinatal period, muscle 

tissue dramatically increases its mechanical abilities independently of size.  In the 

mouse, muscle isometric stress increases roughly 10-fold, from ~25 kPa immediately 

after birth (Bang et al., 2006) to ~250 kPa by musculoskeletal maturity (Sam et al., 

2000).  Clearly, a size-independent maturational process occurs during postnatal 

muscle growth, but the underlying biochemical, morphological, and architectural 

factors that affect function during muscle growth have not been defined. 

When considering muscle function, the mechanical machinery may be 

considered as the composite of the force-generating myofibrillar apparatus and the 
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lateral force transmission network.  The principal thick filament constituent of the 

myofibril is myosin heavy chain (MyHC), and developmental heterogeneity across 

muscles arises in part from differences in the expression of MyHC isoforms, which 

include at least two early developmental (embryonic [EMB] and neonatal [NEO]) and 

four mature (I, IIA, IIX, and IIB) isoforms (Bottinelli, 2001; Schiaffino and Reggiani, 

1994).  Postnatal transitions away from early developmental MyHC isoforms and 

toward muscle-specific distributions of mature isoforms have been observed in a 

number of mammalian species (Agbulut et al., 2003; Strbenc et al., 2006; Wank et al., 

2006).  In the lateral force transmission network, an important constituent is the 

intermediate filament desmin, which is the first muscle-specific structural protein to 

be expressed in the embryo (Herrmann et al., 1989; Mayo et al., 1992).  Desmin is 

essential for complete mechanocoupling from the myofibrillar Z-disk to the 

sarcolemma, and, indirectly, to the extracellular matrix (Li et al., 1997; Sam et al., 

2000; Shah et al., 2004).  However, it remains unclear whether the maturation of the 

myofibrillar apparatus or the lateral force transmission network contributes more to 

the postnatal development of muscle stress. 

 The purpose of this study was to characterize postnatal skeletal muscle growth 

in mice during a 4-week postnatal time-course, thereby verifying the hypothesis that 

skeletal muscle undergoes size-independent functional maturation during growth.  

The goal was to define the time-courses of tissue morphology (muscle fiber size and 

packing of myofibrils), muscle architecture, biochemistry of relevant muscle 

structural proteins (MyHC isoforms and desmin), and size-independent muscle 

contractile function (maximum isometric stress).  Stepwise multiple regression 
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analysis determined the predictive capacity of each growth parameter on contractile 

function. 

 

2.3 Materials and Methods 

2.3.1 Animals and Experimental Design 
 

Eight ICR mouse pups (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN) were sacrificed on each of 

five postnatal days 1, 7, 14, 21, and 28 (P1-P28; n=40 mice), yielding 16 

hindlimbs/time-point.  Mice were sacrificed by halothane inhalation followed by 

cervical dislocation, except for P1 mice that were sacrificed by decapitation.  All 

procedures were done in accordance to the Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee, UC San Diego and VA Medical Center, San Diego, CA.  Both hindlimbs 

were removed, and the tibialis anterior (TA) muscles were dissected from one of the 

hindlimbs, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen-cooled isopentane, and stored at -80°C for 

subsequent morphological analysis.  The remaining hindlimbs were used for 

functional analysis (isometric stress and muscle architecture), and the TA muscles 

were saved for biochemical analysis (SDS-PAGE and Western blotting).   

 

2.3.2 Measurement of Fiber Cross-Sectional Area 
 

To assess muscle fiber growth, fiber size was measured by laminin 

immunohistochemistry and image analysis as described previously (Minamoto et al., 

2007).  Transverse TA sections (thickness: 10 µm) were quenched in methanol/H2O2 

(3:1) to block endogenous peroxidase activity, and nonspecific binding was blocked 

with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA), followed by 1.5% normal goat serum to 
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which 10% normal rat serum was added.  Sections were immunolabeled overnight 

with polyclonal anti-laminin (1:1000, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) to label the 

basement membranes of the muscle cells.  Sections were then incubated for 1 hr with 

Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated secondary goat anti-rabbit IgG (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 

CA).  Sections were preserved in Vectashield mounting medium (Vector 

Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and photographed at 10x magnification under a 

fluorescence microscope.  Images were processed in ImageJ 

(http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) using a 

custom-made macro that performed image thresholding and computed areas enclosed 

by “rings” of pericellular laminin.  Filtering criteria were applied to ensure 

measurement of actual muscle fibers, rejecting regions with cross-sectional areas <50 

µm2 or >5,600 µm2 to eliminate neurovascular structures or “optically fused” fibers, 

respectively.  In addition, incomplete fibers along the edge of the image were 

excluded.  Finally, regions with circularity (defined as the ratio of the diameters of an 

ellipse) of <0.3 or >1.0 were excluded to avoid measuring fibers from oblique 

sections. 

 

2.3.3 Measurement of Area Fraction of Contractile Material 
 

Cross-sectional area fraction of contractile material was measured by actin 

labeling and image analysis.  Sections serial to those used for fiber cross-sectional 

area measurements were fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde and blocked in 1% BSA.  

Sections were incubated with Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated phalloidin (Invitrogen) to 

label sarcomeric actin. Sections were preserved in Vectashield and photographed at 
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40x magnification.  Images were thresholded in ImageJ using identical fluorescence 

intensity cutoff values for all images.  The area fraction of fluorescence was used as a 

measure of the cross-sectional area fraction of contractile material.   

 

2.3.4 Muscle Functional Assessment 
 

Isometric contractile tests were performed on mouse pup hindlimbs as 

previously described (Bang et al., 2006).  Hindlimbs were transected at the proximal 

femur, skinned, and immersed in mammalian Ringer solution (137 mM NaCl, 5 mM 

KCl, 1 mM NaH2PO4, 24 mM NaHCO3, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgSO4, 11 mM 

glucose, and 10 mg/l curare).  Hindlimbs were transferred to a customized muscle-

testing chamber filled with Ringer solution (Fig. 2.1).  The fragility of 1-day-old 

muscle and tendons prevented direct muscle testing, and, therefore, the muscle-

tendon-bone complex associated with the TA muscle was used in all experiments.  To 

fix the hindlimb in the chamber, it was secured distal to the TA by tying the ankle to a 

rigid post interfaced with a force transducer (Model 300B, Aurora Scientific, Aurora, 

ON, Canada) using silk sutures passing around the tibiotarsal joint space and around 

the ventral surface of the foot.  Proximal to the TA, the sharp end of an anodized 

stainless steel pin was driven down the shaft of the femur until it protruded from the 

femoral condyle.  The blunt half was secured with a setscrew attached to a rigid 

frame.  The plantarflexors were then released at the Achilles tendon and carefully 

resected.  TA muscle length was measured using a dissecting microscope fitted with 

an eyepiece crosshair reticule and translating the chamber under the field of view 

from the TA origin to the myotendinous junction with a digital micrometer.  
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Maximum isometric tension in the dorsiflexors was imposed by applying a 400-ms 

train of 0.3-ms pulses delivered at 100 Hz while maintaining constant muscle length.  

This measurement was repeated twice at 2-min intervals.  After testing, TA muscles 

were dissected and weighed.  A computer algorithm written in LabVIEW (National 

Instruments, Austin, TX) performed all data acquisition and analysis of force-time 

records. 

 

2.3.5 Muscle Architecture and Isometric Stress Calculation 
 

To determine the maximum isometric stress generated by each muscle, 

isometric tension is typically normalized to physiological cross-sectional area 

(PCSA), a metric of force-generating capacity (Powell et al., 1984).  In this study, an 

adjusted PCSA* was used to account for variable myofibrillar packing.  Muscle mass 

(M in mg), muscle density (ρ=1.056 g/cm3; Mendez and Keys, 1960), fiber pennation 

angle (θ=11.7°; Burkholder et al., 1994), fiber length (Lf in mm), and the cross-

sectional area fraction of contractile material (Xcsa, as measured previously) were used 

to compute adjusted PCSA* (in mm2), using the formula: 

€ 

PCSA* =
M ⋅ cosθ
ρ ⋅ Lf

⋅ Xcsa             

Lf was determined for each specimen using a TA fiber:muscle length ratio of 0.6, 

which was obtained in a pilot experiment using 10 formalin-fixed neonatal TA 

muscles.  This neonatal TA fiber:muscle length ratio agreed with the adult value 

determined previously (Burkholder et al., 1994).  Analysis of muscle stress instead of 

force allowed comparison of intrinsic muscle contractility independent of size. 
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2.3.6 Validation of Muscle Functional Assessment 
 

A pilot experiment was performed in which dorsiflexors from adult mice were 

isometrically tested either without (n=4) or with (n=4) transection of the tibia to 

eliminate ankle joint torque.  Isometric stresses in both groups were statistically 

indistinguishable (203±10 kPa without transection, 227±20 kPa with transection; 

P>0.1), indicating that force redirection due to ankle rotation did not occur in the 

experimental apparatus.  In addition, laser diffraction was to used to measure 

sarcomere length in 12 mouse TA muscles, each formalin-fixed at a 90° ankle angle, 

which was identical to the ankle angle at which TA muscles were tested in the 

experimental apparatus (Fig. 2.1).  The sarcomere length was 2.32±0.08 µm, 

indicating that functional experiments were performed near the plateau of the length-

tension curve of the TA. 

 

2.3.7 Gel Electrophoresis of Myosin Heavy Chain Isoforms 
 

MyHC isoform distributions were determined by adapting the gel 

electrophoresis technique previously described (Talmadge and Roy, 1993).  Muscles 

were homogenized, and the myofibril-rich pellet was washed and resuspended in 

buffers supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail (5 µl of 100 mM PMSF, 10 µg/µl 

leupeptin, and 10 µg/µl pepstatin A).  Protein was then diluted in sample buffer to a 

concentration of 0.125 mg/ml across all muscle homogenates regardless of initial 

muscle size.  Separation of MyHC isoforms was performed with SDS-PAGE on 

polyacrylamide gels (16 cm by 22 cm, thickness = 0.75 mm) with 22 hrs of migration 

at 275 V at 4°C.  Stacking and resolving gels were 4% and 8% polyacrylamide, 
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respectively.  After migration, gels were silver stained according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).  The positions of MyHC 

isoforms were determined by their relative electrophoretic mobilities, which have 

been characterized previously (Agbulut et al., 2003; Schiaffino et al., 1989).  

Densitometry was performed to compute band intensities (Quantity One, Bio-Rad) 

and resultant MyHC isoform distributions. 

 

2.3.8 Western Blotting for Desmin 
 

The muscle homogenates were separated with SDS-PAGE on 14% 

polyacrylamide gels with 2.5 hrs of migration at 20 mA at 4°C.  Exogenous desmin 

standards (1-10 ng/µl, Fitzgerald Industries International, Concord, MA) were 

included for quantification of unknown samples.  Homogenates were transferred onto 

nitrocellulose membranes for 1 hr at 100 V at 4°C.  Following 1 hr of blocking in 5% 

nonfat milk, membranes were incubated overnight in monoclonal anti-desmin 

(DER11, Vision BioSystems, Norwell, MA), and then incubated for 1 hr in 

horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary anti-mouse IgG (Vector Laboratories).  

Bands were detected using enhanced chemiluminescence according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions (ECL, GE Healthcare Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) 

followed by densitometry. 

 

2.3.9 Statistics 

The effect of postnatal day on morphological, functional, and biochemical 

parameters was assessed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with post hoc 
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Fisher’s PLSD comparisons.  For architectural or biochemical parameters, linear 

regression was used to analyze relationships between those parameters and isometric 

stress.  To determine the relative contributions of each parameter, the data were 

reanalyzed with stepwise multiple regression.  Statistical significance was defined as 

P<0.05, and data are presented as mean±standard error. 

 

2.4 Results 

Animal mass increased from 1.9±0.1 gm at P1 to 22.2±0.8 gm at P28 (Fig. 

2.3A), consistent with vendor-supplied growth data.  Pups engaged in adult patterns 

of locomotor activity by P21, at which point they were weaned from their mothers.  

Muscle morphology exhibited rapid postnatal maturation.  At P1, muscle fiber 

cross-sectional area was low (107±3 µm2, Fig. 2.2A), indicating little or no effect of 

hypertrophy on fiber size at this early time-point.  Fiber cross-sectional area increased 

~7-fold from P1 to P28 (Fig. 2.2E), and, by P28, fiber cross-sectional area had risen 

to 745±40 µm2 (Fig. 2.2C), which is closer to but still below the adult fiber cross-

sectional area of ~1000 µm2 (Barash et al., 2007; Hamalainen and Pette, 1993; 

Sartorius et al., 1998).  Strikingly, the packing of myofibrils was very low at P1, with 

only 48.1±5.5% of the cross-sectional area occupied by contractile material (Fig. 

2.2B).  In incompletely filled fibers, accumulation of myofibrils began in the 

subsarcolemmal region and moved inward, resulting in the appearance of “hollow” 

muscle fibers lacking contractile material near their central axes (Fig. 2.2B).  

Myofibrillar packing at P28 had reached approximately adult levels, with 92.5±0.9% 

of the cross-sectional area filled by myofibrils (Fig. 2.2D).  Such a robust increase in 
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myofibrillar packing indicated a near-total filling of the intracellular space by 

contractile protein by P28 (Fig. 2.2F). 

Morphological maturation occurred synchronously with functional 

enhancement.  The maximum isometric force generated by successive isometric 

contractions deviated by less than 1%, indicating that hindlimbs did not loosen from 

the testing apparatus or experience fatigue effects (data not shown).  Maximum 

isometric force increased by ~5-fold during the experimental time-course, from 

1.7±0.1 gm at P1 to 8.5±0.4 gm by P28.  However, since force increase largely arose 

from an increase in muscle size, stress was preferred as the metric for intrinsic 

mechanical function.  Isometric stress exhibited a ~6-fold increase from 27±3 kPa at 

P1 to 169±10 kPa by P28 (Fig. 2.3E), defining the size-independent increase in 

mechanical quality during postnatal growth. 

Certain architectural parameters followed growth time-courses similar to the 

morphological parameters and correlated well with isometric stress.  For example, 

muscle mass increased ~4-fold from P1 to P28 (Fig. 2.3B).  Similarly, Lf increased 

~5-fold across the experimental time-course (Fig. 2.3C).  Muscle PCSA* did not 

increase as vigorously, as indicated by a 50% increase P1 to P28 (Fig. 2.3D).  By 

ungrouping the samples from postnatal day, it was revealed that both muscle mass 

(P<0.001; Fig. 2.3F) and Lf (P<0.0001; Fig 2.3G) exhibited significant positive 

correlations with isometric stress.  On the other hand, PCSA* exhibited no significant 

correlation with isometric stress (P>0.1, Fig. 2.3H).  Both muscle mass and Lf served 

as proxies for animal age, so their significant correlations with stress were not 

surprising. 
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As expected (Agbulut et al., 2003; Strbenc et al., 2006), postnatal levels of 

MyHC isoforms EMB and NEO declined to 0% while expression of isoforms IIX and 

IIB increased to approximately adult values (33.7±3.4% IIX and 63.0±1.2% IIB) by 

P28 (Fig. 2.4A). Maximum isometric stress was negatively correlated with levels of 

EMB and NEO (P<0.001 for each; Figs. 2.4B,C) but positively correlated with levels 

of IIX and IIB (P<0.001 for each; Figs. 2.4F,G).  That both isoforms IIX and IIB 

were predictors of contractile function was of particular interest because they are the 

principal thick filament constituents of the mature mouse TA.  Low levels of isoforms 

I and IIA were observed but did not correlate with contractile function (P>0.05 for 

each; Figs. 2.4D,E), which is appropriate given that neither I nor IIA are substantially 

present in the mature mouse TA.  Desmin levels increased immediately postnatally 

but quickly plateaued by P7 (Fig. 2.5A), indicating that adult levels of desmin were 

achieved before that time-point.  Desmin levels exhibited a weak but statistically 

significant correlation with isometric stress (P<0.05; Fig. 2.5B).  These regressions 

indicate that MyHC composition explained more of the variance in isometric stress 

compared to desmin. 

Stepwise multiple regression analysis was used to determine which 

architectural and/or biochemical parameter(s) were the best predictors of isometric 

stress.  Using a critical F-to-enter of 4, three regression steps were necessary: [1] The 

first step of the multiple regression identified Lf as the strongest predictor of isometric 

stress (F-to-enter=171.8), [2] the second step identified PCSA (F-to-enter=8.9), and 

[3] the third step identified EMB (F-to-enter=6.3).  Because architectural variables 

depend on muscle size, stepwise regression was performed again using only 
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biochemical parameters.  This time, one regression step was necessary: [1] The first 

step identified NEO as the strongest predictor of isometric stress (F-to-enter=99.8).  

Together, these data indicate that the decline in early developmental MyHC isoforms 

was the best size-independent predictor of isometric stress.  However, none of these 

variables are entirely “independent” and likely co-vary during development. 

 

2.5 Discussion 

The age-dependent increase in isometric stress offers the first direct 

demonstration of the improvement of functional quality during the postnatal 

development of skeletal muscle.  While the architectural variables observed here did 

correlate with stress, they all served as various proxies for “size” and did not reveal 

underlying cellular processes that would explain the improvement in function.  

Considering the morphological data, the rise in stress is most likely due to an increase 

in myofibrillar packing rather than an increase in fiber size.  Fiber hypertrophy causes 

increases in muscle force, but a marker of muscle maturation is needed to account for 

the increased muscle stress.  An increase in the packing of myofibrils, however, is a 

size-independent observation that results in enhanced force generation per unit cross-

sectional area.  The low (~48%) filling of P1 muscle, compared to the near-total 

(~92%) filling of P28 muscle, is one basis for the severely impaired stress-generation 

capacity of newborn mouse muscle. 

 In this study, the isometric stress observed at the P28 time-point (~170 kPa) is 

still considerably less than isometric stress of ~250 kPa observed in mature mouse 

muscles (Sam et al., 2000).  Assuming that functional quality continues to improve 
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into weeks beyond the terminal 4-week time-point used in this study, it may be useful 

to locate the time-point when mature stress generation is achieved.  While 4 postnatal 

weeks is sufficient for skeletal maturity, additional time is necessary for muscular 

maturity, and the age at which mouse muscles can generate ~250 kPa of isometric 

stress may define true musculoskeletal maturity. 

Because the fragility and small size of neonatal muscles prevented direct 

isometric testing, whole-hindlimb preparations were used instead to measure tetanic 

forces in the dorsiflexors.  This system is prone to several sources of error, especially 

in the PCSA calculation in Eqn. 1.  For example, forces were normalized to the PCSA 

of the TA muscle alone and neglected the cross-sectional area contributions of the 

other ankle dorsiflexors, such as the extensor digitorum longus (EDL) and extensor 

hallucis longus (EHL).  Therefore, the PCSAs used here were systematically too low, 

resulting in stress values that were systematically high.  A previous architectural 

study in adult mice (Burkholder et al., 1994) has shown that the PCSAs of the EDL 

(1.8±1.6 mm2) and EHL (0.2±0.1 mm2) relative to the TA (5.3±0.6 mm2) occupy 

~27% of the cross-sectional area of the dorsiflexion musculature, suggesting that the 

impact of this effect is significant but difficult to quantify without knowledge of the 

relative muscle PCSAs in neonatal mice.  In addition, PCSA calculations assumed 

constant muscle density regardless of age.  This assumption is imperfect, especially 

since the morphological data showed enhanced myofibrillar packing that might result 

in an age-dependent increase in muscle density.  However, the error produced by this 

assumption is likely small, since mature mouse muscle density (1.056 g/cm3) is very 

close to that of water, and the myofibril-free volume fraction of immature muscle 
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tissue contains mostly water. 

Interestingly, early developmental isoforms of MyHC (EMB and NEO) were 

the strongest predictors of isometric stress as determined by the stepwise regression 

analysis, which is reasonable considering that their dramatic postnatal reductions 

occur almost exactly during the 4-week experimental time-course used here.  

However, this result is strictly correlative and does not suggest a causal relationship 

between reduced EMB or NEO expression and enhanced mechanical function.  

Rather, the progressive displacement of EMB and NEO by mature isoforms IIX and 

IIB is a more likely cause, with early developmental isoforms playing placeholder 

roles for mature isoforms during development.  Gradual reconstruction of the thick 

filament occurs during developmental remodeling of muscle through a process 

mediated by thyroid hormone, likely resulting in the transient existence of hybrid 

thick filaments (Butler-Browne et al., 1984; Butler-Browne et al., 1987; Adams et al., 

1999).  The biomechanical effects of thick filament reconstruction and MyHC 

isoform heterogeneity during development remain unknown. 

Western blotting for desmin indicated that the lateral force transmission 

network contributes to the postnatal enhancement of contractile function but not as 

robustly as MyHC.  Therefore, it is likely that the lateral force transmission network 

is secondary to the myofibrillar apparatus in the postnatal development of muscle 

stress.  While age-dependent changes in desmin levels were less striking than the 

maturation of MyHC, the Western blots used here were limited in that they could not 

detect possible maturation of desmin cytoskeletal architecture (e.g., enhanced 

attachment to costameres and/or myofibrillar Z-disks).  It is also likely that 
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maturation occurs in other muscle-specific but non-myofibrillar molecular systems 

that were not explored in this study, such as neuromuscular junction specification, 

calcium handling, and costamere assembly.  Maturation of these systems would result 

in improved muscle contractility independent of either the myofibrillar apparatus or 

the lateral force transmission network. 

The mechanical, morphological, and biochemical data all support the notion 

of size-independent increases in muscle contractile function during growth.  

Therefore, the bipartite model of muscle growth, incorporating fiber hypertrophy and 

myogenic differentiation, is incomplete.  A third aspect—intrinsic functional 

enhancement—needs to be considered as well.  Together, these aspects of muscle 

growth may define a three-dimensional “growth space” through which muscles pass 

during their progression from immature to mature stages of postnatal development.  It 

is likely that muscles follow distinct trajectories through the growth space depending 

on their anatomical geometries and functional demands.  The growth space trajectory 

of a muscle may serve as a type of developmental fingerprint for its native function.   

The structural and functional data regarding neonatal skeletal muscle 

presented here provide a secondary benefit to investigators researching the 

physiology of muscle-specific proteins.  Specifically, these data are necessary to 

serve as a reference for studying certain muscle-specific proteins whose knockout is 

neonatal-lethal in mouse models.  Examples of such proteins include Myf5, a 

transcription factor mediating myogenic commitment (Braun et al., 1992), nebulin, a 

regulator of thin filament assembly (Bang et al., 2006; Witt et al., 2006), and Cypher, 

a Z-disk stabilizer (Zhou et al., 2001).  In these models, severe postnatal myofibrillar 
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degeneration and muscle fiber necrosis occur secondarily to the gene deletion and 

render invalid any comparison to age-matched or mature wild-type controls.  

Therefore, comparison to immature wild-type controls at neonatal time-points is 

preferred. 
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Figure 2.1.  Photograph of the experimental apparatus for functional testing of mouse 
pup hindlimbs.  In this example, a hindlimb from P1 is secured.  The TA muscle and 
the approximate locations of the tibia and femur are highlighted.  
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Figure 2.2.  Fluorescence microscopy of transverse TA muscle sections at P1 (A,B) 
and P28 (C,D) using laminin immunohistochemistry for muscle fiber size 
measurement (A,C) and phalloidin staining for measurement of myofibrillar packing 
(B,D).  Extensive muscle hypertrophy and accumulation of myofibrillar material are 
evident between P1 and P28.  Arrowheads in (B) indicate examples of how immature 
muscle fibers typically begin to accumulate myofibrillar material first in the 
subsarcolemmal region and then inward toward the central axis of the cell.  Image (B) 
is presented at higher magnification for clarity.  Postnatal time-courses of fiber size 
(E) and cross-sectional area fraction occupied by contractile material (F) are also 
presented. *, P<0.05 relative to the previous time-point. 
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Figure 2.3.  Postnatal time-course of whole body mass (A) and three architectural 
parameters: muscle mass (B), fiber length (C), and PCSA (D).  Postnatal time-course 
of isometric stress is also presented (E).  Muscle mass (F) and fiber length (G) were 
positively correlated with contractile function (mass: P<0.001, R2=0.52; fiber length: 
P<0.0001, R2=0.82), but PCSA (H) was uncorrelated (P>0.1, R2=0.06). *, P<0.05 
relative to the previous time-point. 
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Figure 2.4.  Postnatal time-course of expression of MyHC isoforms (A) and the 
influence of individual MyHC isoforms on isometric stress (B-G).  Sample MyHC 
gels from P1 and P28 are shown next to the legend in (A).  The isoforms EMB, NEO, 
IIX, and IIB were all significantly correlated with contractile function (P<0.001 for 
each, R2

EMB=0.48, R2
NEO=0.72, R2

IIX=0.46, R2
IIB=0.62), although NEO was the 

strongest predictor as determined by stepwise multiple regression.  Neither isoform I 
nor IIA was significantly correlated with contractile function (P>0.05 for each, 
R2

I=0.09, R2
IIA=0.01).  *, P<0.05 relative to the previous time-point. 
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Figure 2.5.  Postnatal time-course of desmin levels (A) and its influence on isometric 
stress (B).  Desmin levels were weakly but significantly correlated with contractile 
function (P<0.05, R2=0.11). *, P<0.05 relative to the previous time-point. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 
 

REDUCED THIN FILAMENT LENGTH IN NEBULIN-KNOCKOUT SKELETAL  
 

MUSCLE ALTERS ISOMETRIC CONTRACTILE PROPERTIES 
 
 
 

3.1 Summary 

Nebulin is a large, rod-like protein believed to dictate actin thin filament 

length in skeletal muscle.  Nebulin gene defects are associated with congenital 

nemaline myopathy.  The functional role of nebulin was investigated in 

gastrocnemius muscles from neonatal wild-type (WT) and nebulin-knockout (NEB-

KO) mice, whose thin filaments have uniformly shorter lengths compared to WT.  

Isometric stress production in NEB-KO skeletal muscle was reduced by 27% 

compared to WT on postnatal day 1 and deteriorated by 92% on postnatal day 7, 

consistent with a functionally severe myopathy.  NEB-KO muscle was also more 

susceptible to a decline in stress production during a bout of ten cyclic isometric 

tetani.  Length-tension properties in NEB-KO muscle were altered in a manner 

consistent with reduced thin filament length, with length-tension curves from NEB-

KO muscle demonstrating a 7.4% narrower functional range and an optimal length 

reduced by 0.13 muscle lengths.  Expression patterns of myosin heavy chain isoforms 

and total myosin content did not account for the functional differences between WT 

and NEB-KO muscle.  These data indicate that nebulin is essential for active stress 

production, maintenance of functional integrity during cyclic activation, and length-

tension properties consistent with a role in specifying normal thin filament length.  
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Continued analysis of nebulin’s functional properties will strengthen the 

understanding of force transmission and thin filament length regulation in skeletal 

muscle and may provide insights into the molecular processes that give rise to 

nemaline myopathy. 

 

3.2 Introduction 

Force generation in skeletal muscle results from the interdigitation of actin 

(thin) filaments and myosin (thick) filaments in the sarcomeres of the myofibrillar 

lattice.  The magnitude of active force production is predicted by the sliding filament 

model, which states that active muscle force is proportional to the degree of thin and 

thick filament overlap (Huxley and Niedergerke, 1954; Huxley and Hanson, 1954).  

The length-tension relationship quantifies the relationship between myofilament 

overlap and force production and is determined by eliciting isometric tetani at a 

discrete series of lengths (Edman, 1966; Gordon et al., 1966a; Gordon et al., 1966b; 

Huxley, 1957).  Myofilaments are polymeric, but their lengths are controlled 

precisely during sarcomere assembly and are highly uniform within a fiber (Clark et 

al., 2002; Littlefield and Fowler, 1998).  Myofilament length varies across muscle 

type and species (Granzier et al., 1991; Herzog et al., 1992; Sosnicki et al., 1991; 

Suzuki and Pollack, 1986; Walker and Schrodt, 1974), with resultant functional 

consequences on the shape of the length-tension curve (Granzier et al., 1991).  

Therefore, the molecular basis of myofilament length regulation has substantial 

physiological implications. 

Previous studies have demonstrated that thin filament length is partly 
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controlled by the action of “capping” proteins.  At the thin filament barbed end 

(anchored in the Z-disk), α-actinin nucleates thin filament polymerization and the thin 

filament binds to CapZ (Papa et al., 1999; Schafer and Cooper, 1995; Schafer et al., 

1995).  At the pointed end (pointed toward the A-band), tropomodulin is the cap 

(Gregorio et al., 1995; Littlefield et al., 2001; McElhinny et al., 2001; Weber et al., 

1994).  CapZ and tropomodulin are clearly involved in thin filament length 

regulation, but current theories do not account for the precise number of actin 

monomers that define filament length.  It is now generally accepted that other 

proteins participate with CapZ and tropomodulin to specify thin filament length, 

although there is disagreement about which mechanistic model of thin filament length 

regulation is the best representation of the molecular process (Littlefield and Fowler, 

1998). 

Nebulin is a giant, rod-like, and modular sarcomeric protein (500-900 kDa) 

that comprises ~3% of myofibrillar protein in skeletal muscle (Wang and Williamson, 

1980; Wang and Wright, 1988).  Nebulin is thought to be a thin filament “ruler” that 

serves as an actin-binding template and specifies thin filament length during 

sarcomere assembly (Jin and Wang, 1991a; Jin and Wang, 1991b; McElhinny et al., 

2003).  This model arose based on the observation that thin filament length, which is 

variable across muscle type and species, roughly correlates with nebulin isoform size 

(Kruger et al., 1991; Labeit et al., 1991).  Furthermore, disruption of nebulin protein 

expression results in dysregulation of thin filament length (Bang et al., 2006; 

McElhinny et al., 2005; Witt et al., 2006).  Nebulin also binds to CapZ and 

tropomodulin at the thin filament ends, suggesting a synergistic 
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CapZ/nebulin/tropomodulin-based capping system (McElhinny et al., 2001; Pappas et 

al., 2008; Witt et al., 2006).  Nebulin interacts with various other sarcomere 

constituents in the Z-disk, including the intermediate filament desmin (Bang et al., 

2002), the Z-disk scaffolds myopalladin (Bang et al., 2001; Ma and Wang, 2002) and 

α-actinin (Nave et al., 1990), and the giant elastic protein titin (Ma and Wang, 2002), 

suggesting a role for nebulin in the maintenance of sarcomere mechanical integrity 

and force transmission.  In addition, nebulin is required for normal muscle 

contractility, which has been demonstrated by altered Ca2+ sensitivity (Witt et al., 

2006) and inferior isometric stress production (Bang et al., 2006) in nebulin-deficient 

muscle.  Nebulin is of clinical interest because 50%, or possibly more, of nemaline 

myopathy cases are caused by mutations in its gene (Lehtokari et al., 2006; Pelin et 

al., 1999; Wallgren-Pettersson et al., 2002; Wallgren-Pettersson et al., 2004). 

To assess the role of nebulin, nebulin-knockout (NEB-KO) mice were 

compared to wild-type (WT) mice.  Nebulin deficiency is a neonatal-lethal mutation; 

NEB-KO mice have abnormally short thin filaments, exhibit rapid postnatal 

myofibrillar disorganization and muscle degeneration, and die after about 1-2 

postnatal weeks (Bang et al., 2006; Witt et al., 2006).  Therefore, it was necessary to 

develop physiological testing methods for immature neonatal skeletal muscle, 

allowing studies at postnatal days 1 (P1) and 7 (P7).  The purpose of this study was to 

test the hypothesis that the length-tension relationship of NEB-KO muscle is altered 

in a manner consistent with reduced thin filament length.  These analyses also 

revealed a critical role for nebulin in isometric stress production and maintenance of 

muscle function during repetitive isometric activation. 
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3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 Animals and Experimental Model 

Male and female NEB-KO mice obtained at P1 and P7 were used for all 

physiological experiments, and additional tissue was sampled at P5 and P11 for 

biochemistry. The genetic engineering of NEB-KO mice has been described in detail 

previously (Bang et al., 2006).  NEB-KO mice exhibit severe and progressive muscle 

degeneration beyond P1, which has been observed on the ultrastructural level (Bang 

et al., 2006; Witt et al., 2006).  Control animals consisted of age-matched WT 

(nebulin+/+) littermates.  Genotypes were confirmed by PCR analysis of tail-snip 

biopsies using primers targeting the following alleles: nebulin WT (sense, 

ATGGCATATGGAAAGTTTGTAGGT; antisense, AACATGAAACATGCCTTCT-

TTGTA), nebulin mutant (sense, GTTCGCAAGAACCTGATGCACA; antisense, 

CTAGAGCCTGTTTTGCACGTTC).  All mice were sacrificed by decapitation.  

Both hindlimbs from each mouse were used for functional experiments to minimize 

the number of mice required.  Procedures were performed in accordance with ethical 

guidelines approved and enforced by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee, UC San Diego and VA Medical Center, La Jolla, CA, USA. 

The experimental model for physiological testing was the gastrocnemius 

(GAS) muscle.  The GAS was chosen because, of all the hindlimb muscles previously 

examined, the NEB-KO GAS had the greatest thin filament length decrease compared 

to WT (0.95 µm vs. 1.27 µm, respectively; see (Bang et al., 2006) for a complete list 

of thin filament lengths).  Therefore, the NEB-KO GAS was expected to exhibit the 

most severe alteration in length-tension properties.  A secondary benefit of using the 
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GAS was that its comparatively large size in 1-day-old hindlimbs facilitated its 

dissection.  However, the fragility of 1-day-old muscle and tendons precluded the 

surgical isolation of the GAS muscle-tendon unit, and, therefore, the entire bone-

tendon-muscle-tendon complex associated with the GAS was used for physiological 

testing. 

 

3.3.2 Muscle Architecture and Isometric Stress Measurement 

Hindlimbs were transected at the proximal femur, carefully skinned, and 

immersed in ice-cold mammalian Ringer solution (137 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM 

NaH2PO4, 24 mM NaHCO3, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgSO4, 11 mM glucose, and 10 

mg/l curare).  Bone and soft tissue were cleared proximal to the GAS femoral origin, 

and the Achilles tendon was released at its calcaneal insertion.  The tibia and the 

anterior muscle compartment containing the dorsiflexors (tibalis anterior, extensor 

digitorum longus, and extensor hallucis longus) were carefully resected to isolate the 

GAS.  The GAS was transferred to a custom muscle-testing chamber filled with 

Ringer’s solution (Fig. 3.1), which has been described previously (Sam et al., 2000).  

To secure the muscle in the chamber, the Achilles tendon was tied to a rigid post 

interfaced with a force transducer (Series 300B; Aurora Scientific, Aurora, ON, 

Canada) using silk sutures.  The femur was secured to a rigid frame located on a 

micrometer-controlled horizontally adjustable platform that could impose precise 

displacements.  Care was taken to tie sutures as close as possible to the myotendinous 

junctions in order to minimize extramuscular sites that could introduce confounding 

series compliance effects.  GAS muscle length (Lm) was adjusted such that the GAS 
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was taut and passive muscle tension was barely detectable by the force transducer 

(“slack length”).  Lm was measured through a dissecting microscope fitted with an 

eyepiece crosshair reticule, by using a digital micrometer to translate the chamber 

under the field of view from the proximal GAS origin to the distal myotendinous 

junction.  Muscle activation was provided by an electrical stimulator (Pulsar 6bp; 

FHC, Bowdoinham, ME) via platinum plate electrodes that extended across the entire 

GAS length (Fig. 3.1).  Muscle twitches were elicited at successively higher 

stimulation voltages, beginning with 5 V, until maximum twitch force was achieved 

(typically ~20 V).  Voltage was then doubled to guarantee recruitment of all fibers.  

Maximum isometric force was elicited by applying a 400-ms train of 0.3-ms pulses 

delivered at 100 Hz while maintaining constant Lm.  Signal-to-noise ratios during 

isometric activation were ~5-6 (Fig. 3.2).  A computer algorithm in LabVIEW 

(National Instruments, Austin, TX) was used to trigger the stimulator, acquire signals 

from the force transducer via a data acquisition board sampling at 4000 Hz (PCI-

6040; National Instruments), and analyze force-time records.  After testing, the GAS 

muscle was removed from the chamber, the Achilles tendon and femoral origin were 

cut off, and the GAS was dabbed dry and weighed. 

To determine the maximum isometric stress generated, isometric force was 

normalized to physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA), an anatomical parameter 

that is directly proportional to force-generating capacity (Powell et al., 1984).  For 

computations, published density and architectural values for the mouse GAS were 

used (Burkholder et al., 1994; Mendez and Keys, 1960).  Fiber length (Lf in mm) was 

determined for each muscle by multiplying Lm by the characteristic GAS Lf:Lm ratio 
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of 0.46, which was determined in a pilot experiment.  Muscle mass (M in mg), muscle 

density (ρ=1.056 g/cm3), fiber pennation angle (θ=26.2°), and Lf were used to compute 

PCSA (in mm2), using the formula: 

€ 

PCSA =
M ⋅ cosθ
ρ ⋅ Lf

 

Measurement of isometric stress instead of force allowed comparison of intrinsic 

muscle contractility independent of muscle size. 

 

3.3.3 Muscle Functional Assessments 

While muscle architecture and isometric stress were measured at both P1 and 

P7, the following assessments were performed only at P1 in order to avoid the 

confounding effects of postnatal muscle degeneration that is known to occur in NEB-

KO mice with age (Bang et al., 2006; Witt et al., 2006). 

To measure muscle response to cyclic activation as a measure of myofibrillar 

mechanical strength, GAS muscles were secured in the muscle-testing chamber, and a 

series of 10 isometric tetani (Iso1-Iso10, 2 min apart) was elicited at slack length.  

Stimulation parameters and duration were identical to those described above.  

Response to cyclic activation was defined as a reduction in isometric stress across the 

isometric exercise bout.  This value was computed both as an absolute reduction in 

stress and as a percent of the stress produced by the first isometric tetanus.  This 

control experiment was required because no data were available stating whether or 

not cyclic isometric activation has a deleterious effect on neonatal WT or NEB-KO 

muscle that could affect determination of their length-tension properties. 
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To generate length-tension curves, isometric tetani (2 min apart) were elicited 

at slack length and then at a series of muscle lengths ±0.2 Lf, ±0.4 Lf, ±0.6 Lf, ±0.8 Lf, 

and ±1 Lf from slack length. At positive stretch lengths, passive tensile stresses were 

also recorded to assess passive whole-muscle mechanical properties.  (At negative 

lengths, passive tensile stress was always zero.)  Tetani were elicited in a random 

sequence, such that tetani performed at any particular length would not be 

confounded by artifacts arising from repeated cyclic activation that occurred prior to 

activation at that length.  Stimulation parameters and duration were identical to those 

described above.  Isometric stresses were normalized to the maximum isometric stress 

(to compute the fraction of peak tension), and muscle lengths were normalized to 

slack length (to compute relative muscle length).  The fraction of peak tension was 

then plotted as a function of relative muscle length.  Parabolic regression was applied 

to quantify the width of the length-tension curve.  The regression curve was required 

to have a coefficient of determination R2 >0.9, or else the muscle was excluded from 

this study.  An applet written in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) computed 

the x-coordinate of the vertex (the optimal relative muscle length, Lopt) and full-width 

at half-maximum (FWHM) of each parabola.  Lopt and FWHM were metrics of the 

center and breadth, respectively, of the length-tension curve. 

 

3.3.4 Sarcomere Length Measurements 

Due to the relatively low myofibrillar packing in neonatal mouse muscle 

(Gokhin et al., 2008), laser transillumination did not provide a clear diffraction 

pattern for measuring average GAS sarcomere length (Ls) when muscles were in the 
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testing chamber.  Instead, a separate set of measurements was performed using 1-day-

old WT and NEB-KO hindlimbs that were immersion-fixed overnight in 3.7% 

formaldehyde with knee and ankle angles set at 90° using anodized steel minutien 

pins through the foot and femur respectively, corresponding to a “neutral” joint 

configuration.  Muscle fiber bundles were carefully teased out of each GAS, laid onto 

glass slides, encased in Permount mounting medium, coverslipped, and photographed 

at 40x magnification under phase-contrast illumination (Leica Microsystems, 

Bannockburn, IL).  For calibrating distances under the microscope, diffraction 

gratings with known inter-groove distances (1.66 µm and 2.50 µm) were also 

photographed.  Images were analyzed in ImageJ (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/; National 

Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).  Ls was defined as the distance between 

successive Z-disks, averaged from 3 measurements taken at 3 different locations 

within each fiber bundle. 

Additional Ls measurements were performed on 1-day-old GAS muscles to 

determine the Ls that corresponded to slack Lm during isometric testing, as well as to 

examine the effect of stretch on Ls.  GAS muscles were dissected at the proximal 

femoral origins and secured to cork using minutien pins.  On half of the muscles, the 

Achilles tendons were then gently elongated until visual inspection indicated that 

slack was eliminated from the muscle-tendon unit, and the Achilles tendons were then 

pinned to secure the muscle in position.  On the other half, GAS muscles were 

stretched by +1 Lf before they were pinned.  Muscles were then immersion-fixed 

overnight in 3.7% formaldehyde and Ls values were measured as described above.  It 

is important to note that measurement of “neutral” Ls, as determined by whole-
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hindlimb fixation, yielded the same Ls value as measurement of slack Ls, as 

determined by lone-muscle fixation, indicating that in situ GAS Lm when knee and 

ankle angles are set at 90° almost exactly corresponds to slack GAS Lm. 

 

3.3.5 Sarcolipin RNA Expression Analysis 

The sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ ATPase (SERCA) inhibitor sarcolipin has 

previously been shown to be upregulated in NEB-KO muscle (Ottenheijm et al., 

2008; Witt et al., 2006), resulting in depression of sarcoplasmatic reticulum 

Ca2+uptake and speed of relaxation, although without affecting muscle contractility 

(Ottenheijm et al., 2008).  To test whether upregulation of sarcolipin reflects postnatal 

changes in isometric stress production in NEB-KO muscle, sarcolipin RNA transcript 

levels were measured at different stages in NEB-KO and WT tibialis anterior muscle 

by quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR).  Total RNA was extracted from tibialis 

anterior muscle tissue isolated from WT and NEB-KO mice at P1, P5, P7, and P11 

using Trizol Reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).  To assess sarcolipin mRNA levels, 

qRT-PCR was performed in triplicate on an ABI Prism® 7900HT cycler using the 

QuantiFastTM Probe RT-PCR kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and gene expression assays 

for mouse sarcolipin, β-actin, and GAPDH (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).  

Ct values were normalized to both β-actin and GAPDH, and relative gene expression 

was obtained using the 2-∆∆Ct method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001), as calculated 

using SDS v2.2.2 (Applied Biosystems).  Normalization to β-actin or GAPDH 

produced identical results, so only normalization to β-actin is presented. 
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3.3.6 Myosin Heavy Chain Analysis 

Myosin heavy chain isoform distribution was measured using a previously 

described gel electrophoresis technique (Talmadge and Roy, 1993) and used to 

indicate tissue developmental maturity.  Muscles were homogenized and centrifuged, 

and the myofibril-rich pellets were washed and resuspended in buffers supplemented 

with protease inhibitor cocktail (5 µl each of 100 mM PMSF, 10 µg/µl leupeptin, and 

10 µg/µl pepstatin A).  Protein was then diluted in sample buffer (100 mM 

dithiothreitol, 2% SDS, 80 mM Tris base, 10% glycerol, and 1.2% [wt/vol] 

bromophenol blue) to a concentration of 0.125 mg/ml and boiled for 2 min.  

Separation of isoforms was performed by SDS-PAGE (16 cm by 22 cm, thickness: 

0.75 mm) with 22 hrs of migration at 275 V at 4°C.  Stacking and resolving gels were 

4% and 8% polyacrylamide, respectively.  After migration, gels were silver-stained 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).  Isoforms were 

identified by their relative electrophoretic mobilities, which have been characterized 

previously (Agbulut et al., 2003).  Densitometry was performed to measure band 

intensities and compute isoform distributions (Quantity One, Bio-Rad).  Total myosin 

heavy chain content was computed by summing all the myosin heavy chain band 

intensities in each sample. 

 

3.3.7 Transmission Electron Microscopy 

To confirm that functional changes in NEB-KO muscle correlate with 

structural degeneration, transmission electron microscopy was performed essentially 

as described previously (Bang et al., 2006).  Hindlimbs were pinned to cork and fixed 
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overnight in 2% paraformaldehyde and 2% gluteraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium 

cacodylate buffer.  Muscles were then dissected out, minced, post-fixed, and stained 

for 2 hrs in 1% OsO4 and 1% K4Fe(CN)6 followed by 1 hr in 1% uranyl acetate.  

Tissue was dehydrated in a series of ethanol and acetone baths and then embedded in 

Durcupan® resin (EMD, San Diego, CA).  Ultra-thin (60-70 nm) sections were 

generated, stained with lead citrate, and imaged at 80 kV with an electron microscope 

(model 1200EX; JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). 

 

3.3.8 Statistics 

Data are presented as mean±SEM.  When simultaneously determining the 

effects of genotype (WT vs. NEB-KO) and another experimental parameter, 

comparisons were made using two-way ANOVA with post hoc Fisher’s PLSD 

analysis.  When determining the effect of genotype alone, the unpaired Student’s t-

test was used.  The relationship between Lopt and FWHM was examined using linear 

regression.  Significance was defined as P<0.05.  Statistical analysis was performed 

in StatView (SAS, Cary, NC). 

 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Evidence for Functional and Structural Muscle Degeneration 

Measurements of isometric stress production demonstrated that the WT GAS 

exhibited an improvement of mechanical function during postnatal development, 

whereas the NEB-KO GAS exhibited postnatal degeneration (Fig. 3.3A).  The 

isometric stress produced by the WT GAS increased from 26.8±2.0 kPa at P1 to 
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58.1±3.9 kPa at P7, consistent with previous reports of intrinsic enhancement of 

skeletal muscle function during postnatal development of mouse muscle (Gokhin et 

al., 2008).  The NEB-KO GAS generated only 19.5±2.0 kPa at P1, which was 27% 

less than WT (P<0.05), and this value deteriorated to just 4.5±1.3 kPa at P7, which 

was 92% less than the age-matched WT (P<0.0001).  Therefore, the skeletal muscle 

phenotype of NEB-KO mice was predominantly due to a severe and rapidly 

progressive decline of mechanical performance.  Ultrastructural analysis using 

transmission electron microscopy confirmed that the reduction in isometric stress 

production in NEB-KO muscle occurred synchronously with structural degeneration.  

While WT muscle did not exhibit postnatal changes in sarcomere structure, NEB-KO 

muscle acquired Z-disk fragmentation and breakage during postnatal development 

(Fig. 3.3B).  This is consistent with previous reports of ultrastructural degeneration of 

NEB-KO muscle (Bang et al., 2006). 

 

3.4.2 Sarcolipin RNA Expression Analysis 

As expected, sarcolipin transcript levels were elevated in NEB-KO mice.  

However, unlike previously reported (Ottenheijm et al., 2008), sarcolipin 

upregulation in NEB-KO muscle increased with age (~2.8 fold at P1, ~5.0 fold at P5, 

~5.6 fold at P7, and ~88.4 fold at P11), suggesting that increased sarcolipin mRNA 

transcript levels and consequent reduced rate of sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ uptake 

occur secondarily to nebulin ablation and synchronously with postnatal reduction in 

isometric stress production.  Interestingly, sarcolipin transcript levels decreased in a 

monotonic fashion during postnatal development of both WT and NEB-KO muscle 
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until P7.  However, at P11, sarcolipin transcript levels continued to decrease in WT 

muscle (~6.6 fold decrease from P1 to P11; Fig. 3.4), while sarcolipin transcript 

levels were dramatically increased in NEB-KO muscle (~4.7 fold increase from P1 to 

P11; Fig. 3.4).  Thus, increased sarcolipin transcript levels seem to reflect postnatal 

reduction in isometric stress production in NEB-KO mice. 

 

3.4.3 Myosin Heavy Chain Analysis 

Electrophoretic separation of myosin heavy chain isoforms revealed similar 

isoform expression profiles in the WT and NEB-KO GAS.  Embryonic, neonatal, and 

low levels of type 1 myosin were expressed at both P1 and P7, and type 2b myosin 

was expressed at P7 (Fig. 3.5A).  Isoforms 2a and 2x were not expressed at either 

postnatal day.  Densitometric analysis of myosin heavy chain isoform distributions 

showed no significant differences in percent embryonic, neonatal, type 1, and type 2b 

myosin at either postnatal day in NEB-KO compared to WT GAS, although the NEB-

KO GAS exhibited a slight but statistically insignificant trend toward elevated 

expression of embryonic myosin at the expense of neonatal myosin (P=0.06-0.50; 

Fig. 3.5B,C).  Thus, it is unlikely that the inferior functional quality of NEB-KO 

skeletal muscle is due to altered developmental maturity.  Total myosin heavy chain 

content in the NEB-KO GAS was 1.02±0.02-fold elevated compared to the WT GAS, 

indicating that total myosin heavy chain content was unchanged (P=0.98).  Therefore, 

functional properties in the NEB-KO GAS are unlikely to be compromised by 

impaired biosynthesis of myofibrillar matrix material. 
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3.4.4. Cyclic Contractile Testing 

When the WT GAS and NEB-KO GAS were subjected to a series of 10 cyclic 

isometric tetani, the NEB-KO GAS consistently generated less stress (P<0.05 at Iso1, 

P=0.051 at Iso2, P<0.05 at Iso3-Iso6, P<0.01 at Iso7-Iso10; Fig. 3.6A), as expected.  

Interestingly, the isometric stress produced by the NEB-KO GAS began to decline 

beyond the sixth isometric tetanus.  No comparable decline was observed in the WT 

GAS. 

Across the entire bout of isometric exercise, the WT GAS exhibited a near-

zero change in isometric stress production (-0.5±0.9 kPa), whereas the NEB-KO GAS 

exhibited a decline of significantly greater magnitude (-5.6±1.7 kPa, P<0.05; Fig. 

3.6B).  Likewise, when the change in isometric stress production was considered as a 

percent of the stress produced by the first isometric tetanus, it was again confirmed 

that the WT GAS exhibited a near-zero change (-2.4±3.5%), whereas the NEB-KO 

GAS exhibited a decline of significantly greater magnitude (-27.9±7.7%, P<0.05; Fig. 

3.6C).  Regardless of whether fatigue was defined as an absolute or percent drop in 

stress across the isometric exercise bout, the data indicate that NEB-KO muscle was 

more severely compromised than WT muscle. 

 

3.4.5 Length-Tension Curves and Sarcomere Length Measurement 

Examination of length-tension curves showed that the NEB-KO GAS 

generated less stress than the WT GAS at all testing lengths (P<0.001 at all lengths; 

Fig. 3.7A).  Normalization of isometric stresses to peak stress revealed that the 

descending limb of the length-tension curve was steeper in the NEB-KO GAS, 
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although the steepness of the ascending limb was unchanged.  The fraction of peak 

tension produced by the NEB-KO GAS was significantly less than the WT at muscle 

lengths ranging from -0.2 Lf to +1 Lf (P<0.05 at a length of -0.2 Lf, P<0.001 at lengths 

above -0.2 Lf; Fig. 3.7B).  Qualitatively, the length-tension curves of the NEB-KO 

GAS had a lower breadth, indicating a narrower functional range of muscle lengths.  

The curves were also shifted leftward, suggesting a shorter optimum muscle length 

for stress production (i.e., the length where myofilament overlap was maximized).  

These observations are consistent with shorter thin filament length in NEB-KO 

muscle.  In addition, phase-contrast microscopy found no difference in “neutral” Ls 

between WT and NEB-KO GAS, after hindlimbs were fixed at neutral knee and ankle 

angles of 90°.  Ls values were 2.35±0.04 µm and 2.32±0.4 µm in the WT and NEB-KO 

GAS, respectively (P=0.70; Fig. 3.7B, inset).  This observation is consistent with 

previous reports that deletion of nebulin does not affect the gross cytoarchitectural 

organization of the sarcomere (Bang et al., 2006).  Furthermore, it demonstrates that 

the NEB-KO GAS does not alter the resting state of its sarcomeres in response to 

shorter thin filaments. 

Ls measurement before and after passive muscle stretch showed that the WT 

and NEB-KO GAS had identical responses to stretch (P=0.39-0.63), indicating that 

nebulin does not create an altered capacity for distributing externally imposed tensile 

strains among its sarcomeres and that resting sarcomere length is not altered in the 

absence of nebulin.  The WT and NEB-KO GAS exhibited 41% and 45% increases in 

Ls in response to a stretch of +1 Lf, respectively (Fig. 3.8).  These values are 

consistent with the previously published GAS Lf:Lm value of 0.46 (Burkholder et al., 
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1994).  Sarcomere structural integrity was maintained during stretch in both 

genotypes.  Any systematic discrepancy would most likely be due to the mismatching 

series compliance and/or stress relaxation of the Achilles tendon and intramuscular 

connective tissue. 

Parabolic regression analysis was applied to quantitatively validate the 

alterations in the shape of the length-tension curve in the NEB-KO GAS (Fig. 

3.9A,B).  Out of a total of 18 completed length-tension curves, parabolic regression 

analysis was performed on the 16 curves that met the pre-established inclusion 

criterion of the parabolic regression having R2>0.9 (n=8 WT, n=8 NEB-KO).  The 

value of Lopt was significantly reduced in the NEB-KO GAS by 0.13 muscle lengths 

(P<0.01; Fig. 3.9C), thereby verifying that the length-tension curve was indeed 

shifted to the left.  Similarly, the FWHM in the NEB-KO GAS was reduced by 7.4% 

compared to WT (P<0.05; Fig. 3.9D), verifying that the length-tension curve was 

significantly narrower.  Both of these observations are qualitatively consistent with 

the fact that deletion of nebulin reduces thin filament length (Bang et al., 2006).  

Furthermore, after removal of Lopt and FWHM of individual muscles from their 

genotype-specific bins and plotted against one another, a significant correlation 

between Lopt and FWHM was found (Fig. 3.10).  The correlation between Lopt and 

FWHM was stronger for the subset of ordered pairs corresponding to the NEB-KO 

GAS; this was predominantly due to a wider domain of Lopt values observed in the 

NEB-KO muscle tests.  These results were reasonable because a rightward shift and 

widening of the length-tension curve are expected to occur jointly with increasing 

thin filament length (Granzier et al., 1991). 
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No differences were found in the passive load-bearing capacity of the WT and 

NEB-KO GAS (Fig. 3.11).  While there was a trend towards lower passive tensile 

stresses in the NEB-KO GAS, the trend did not achieve statistical significance 

(P>0.05 at all stretch lengths). 

 

3.5 Discussion 

This study compared the length-tension properties of normal and nebulin-

deficient skeletal muscles, whose thin filaments have distinctly different lengths.  

Based on distributed deconvolution of fluorescence images, Bang et al. (Bang et al., 

2006) demonstrated that thin filaments in the NEB-KO GAS are only 0.95 µm 

compared to 1.27 µm in WT.  Granzier et al. (Granzier et al., 1991) previously used 

electron microscopy to measure thin filament lengths in fast- and slow-twitch fibers 

in the perch (0.94 µm vs. 1.24 µm, respectively) and assessed the effect of thin 

filament length on length-tension properties.  The difference in filament length was 

similar in both studies; therefore, it is not surprising that the results of this 

comparison of WT vs. NEB-KO muscles parallel the results of the comparison of 

fast- vs. slow-twitch fibers.  The leftward shift of the length-tension curve of the 

NEB-KO GAS is consistent with shorter thin filaments, lending support to a model 

where a nebulin-independent mechanism allows thin filaments to achieve 

subphysiological lengths, while nebulin permits thin filaments to elongate further and 

reach their final physiological lengths (Fig. 3.12).  Short thin filaments alter the 

length-tension relationship of NEB-KO muscle through a mechanism that can be 

predicted by the sliding filament theory (Granzier et al., 1991): the length-tension 
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curve narrows and shifts leftward due to a smaller domain of Ls values in which thin 

filament interference (i.e. “double overlapping” of thin filaments and interaction of 

thick filaments with thin filaments of incorrect polarity) manifests as the shallow 

subregion of the ascending limb (Trombitas and Tigyi-Sebes, 1984).  The remainder 

of the length-tension curve then scales appropriately to compensate for the 

attenuation of the shallow ascending limb. 

Length-tension properties in the WT and NEB-KO GAS showed a 7.4% 

decline in the FWHM and a reduction in Lopt of 0.13 muscle lengths, corresponding to 

a 0.32 µm (25.2%) shortening of the thin filament due to nebulin deletion.  However, 

construction and analysis of idealized length-tension curves based on thin filament 

length measurements and the sliding thin filament theory indicate that a 25.2% 

shortening of the thin filament is expected to result in a 32.9% decline in the FWHM 

and a reduction in Lopt of 0.22 muscle lengths (Fig. 3.13).  Therefore, while the data 

are qualitatively consistent with the filament length change measured, other factors 

cause the length-tension curve of the NEB-KO GAS to be wider than the sliding 

filament theory predicts.  Possibilities include increased Ls and Lf heterogeneity 

(Willems and Huijing, 1994) and/or altered frequency-dependent activation in the 

NEB-KO GAS (Rack and Westbury, 1969).  For example, additional modeling 

demonstrates that increasing Ls heterogeneity from 0 µm to 0.1 µm induces a 3.5% 

increase in FWHM, which is modest compared to the ~30% FWHM difference 

predicted by sliding filament theory. Ls heterogeneity would be sufficient to explain 

length-tension differences between the WT and NEB-KO GAS only if the difference 

in Ls heterogeneity were extremely high (closer to 0.8 µm).  Such heterogeneity is 
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unlikely.  Modeling also shows that changing Lf heterogeneity from 0 to 0.1 mm 

induces a corresponding 7% increase in FWHM, which is also relatively modest. Lf 

heterogeneity would have to be as high as 0.4 mm to correspond to the FWHM 

difference predicted by sliding filament theory.  Such large Lf heterogeneity was not 

corroborated by the architectural data of the NEB-KO GAS. 

A potential cause for altered FHWM in the NEB-KO GAS is altered 

frequency-dependent activation.  It is known that a muscle’s length-tension curve 

widens and shifts rightward at increasing stimulation rates (Rack and Westbury, 

1969), which was observed here. Increasing stimulation frequency from 10 Hz to 35 

Hz can widen a length-tension curve up to 33%.  This is well within the discrepancy 

of the FWHM difference between the WT and NEB-KO GAS that was predicted by 

the sliding filament theory.  Given that nebulin may play a role in excitation-

contraction coupling (Root and Wang, 1994; Root and Wang, 2001), altered 

frequency-dependent activation cannot be ruled out as a basis for altered length-

tension properties in the NEB-KO GAS. 

The descending limb of the length-tension curve of the NEB-KO GAS was 

slightly steeper than the corresponding limb in the WT GAS. Nebulin-mediated 

enhancements of crossbridge formation or force transmission do not adequately 

explain this observation.  However, Lieber et al. (Lieber et al., 1992) demonstrated 

that the shape of a whole-muscle length-tension curve is sensitive to the series passive 

mechanical properties of the tendon.  In particular, the slope of the descending limb 

increases with tendon compliance.  In this study, care was taken to secure the GAS at 

its myotendinous junction in order to minimize series compliance. 
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While the length-tension curve in the NEB-KO GAS shifted leftward, 

microstructural investigation using phase-contrast microscopy showed that the 

“neutral” and “stretched” Ls values were unchanged.  Thus, systematic differences in 

sarcomere length cannot explain the alteration in the descending limb of the length-

tension curve.  Furthermore, short thin filaments reduce the intrinsic ability for NEB-

KO muscle to produce stress by reducing the effective number of crossbridges during 

muscle activation (Gordon et al., 1966b).  Reduced isometric stress capacity is not 

immediately apparent from length-tension curves that depict the fraction of peak 

tension rather than absolute tension.  Both isometric stress production and length-

tension properties should be considered together for complete understanding of 

intrinsic muscle properties. 

The reduced isometric stress production in NEB-KO muscle was too great to 

be explained by the shorter thin filaments alone, so it is likely that other muscle-

specific processes were compromised as well.  For example, nebulin may play a role 

in excitation-contraction coupling, based on its Ca2+/calmodulin dependence (Root 

and Wang, 1994). In addition, short thin filaments in NEB-KO muscle presumably 

have fewer troponin/tropomyosin regulatory complexes, since nebulin is thought to 

dictate their periodic placement along the filament (Wang et al., 1996).  The exact 

role of nebulin in excitation-contraction coupling is likely very subtle and difficult to 

discern without the application of specialized assays.  Previous work has shown that 

thin filament-associated proteins, including actin, troponin, tropomyosin, and 

tropomodulin, are correctly assembled and localized in NEB-KO muscle, despite 

reduced thin filament length and progressive loss of sarcomere structure (Bang et al., 
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2006; Witt et al., 2006).  Identifying any subtle changes in the dynamics of these 

proteins in NEB-KO muscle was beyond the scope of this study. 

Sarcolipin has previously been shown to be dramatically upregulated in NEB-

KO muscle at P5 and P15 (Ottenheijm et al., 2008).  To test whether upregulation of 

sarcolipin could be a compensatory response to the postnatal reduction in isometric 

stress production in NEB-KO muscle, sarcolipin transcript levels were measured at 

different postnatal ages in WT and NEB-KO muscle.  In agreement with published 

data, sarcolipin levels were increased in NEB-KO muscle compared to WT.  

However, unlike previously reported, sarcolipin upregulation in NEB-KO muscle 

increased with age from ~2.8 fold at P1 to ~88.4 fold at P11, while sarcolipin 

transcript levels in WT muscle decreased ~6.6 fold during postnatal development 

from P1 to P11.  Thus, increased sarcolipin expression seems to reflect the postnatal 

reduction in isometric stress production that occurs with degeneration in NEB-KO 

muscle. 

Nebulin is also thought to be involved in mechanocoupling and force 

transmission at the Z-disk, based on its interactions with other force-transmitting 

proteins (Fig. 3.12).  Nebulin is known to bind to the Z-disk scaffold myopalladin, a 

protein that is believed to have an important structural role through interactions with 

its sarcomeric binding partners, including α-actinin and cardiac ankyrin repeat protein 

(Bang et al., 2001).  Independently of myopalladin, nebulin also binds directly to α-

actinin (Nave et al., 1990).  Furthermore, nebulin may transmit force laterally and 

align Z-disks via desmin (Bang et al., 2002).  Finally, ultrastructural investigation of 

NEB-KO muscle has revealed progressive thickening and dissolution of Z-disks 
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(Bang et al., 2006; Witt et al., 2006).  These observations indicate an additional role 

for nebulin as a structural scaffold or force coupler, likely through a mechanism 

involving Z-disk stabilization.  When considering the development of isometric 

muscle stress, nebulin’s role in Z-disk stabilization likely acts in combination with its 

role in thin filament length specification.  Future studies will attempt to tease apart 

these functions through the generation of novel biological systems (either in vitro or 

in vivo) expressing mutant nebulin constructs with targeted manipulations of 

nebulin’s various functional domains. 

During activation, the isometric stress produced by the NEB-KO GAS was 

consistently lower than the stress produced by the WT GAS.  Nebulin may account 

for the difference by improving both crossbridge formation and lateral force 

transmission through the mechanisms described above.  However, the relative 

importance of crossbridge formation and force transmission depends on Ls.  When Ls 

is low (below twice the thin filament length), short thin filaments in NEB-KO muscle 

are actually beneficial to crossbridge formation, due to less double-overlap between 

thin filaments.  Therefore, one would conclude that the reduced stress production is 

predominantly due to impaired force transmission. On the other hand, when Ls is high 

(above the sum of twice the thin filament length and the width of the thick filament 

bare zone), short thin filaments in NEB-KO muscle are detrimental to crossbridge 

formation, since the extent of myofilament overlap is reduced. Therefore, one would 

conclude that the reduced stress production is predominantly due to impaired 

crossbridge formation.  Slack Ls was ~2.3 µm during basal isometric and cyclic 

contractile testing for both genotypes, indicating that isometric tests were performed 
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on the ascending limb of the length-tension curve of the WT GAS (optimum Ls = 

2.54-2.74 µm) but on the descending limb of the NEB-KO GAS (optimum Ls = 1.90-

2.10 µm).  Since the WT GAS was generating submaximal stress due to thin filament 

double-overlap, it follows that the force-transmitting function of nebulin likely 

predominated. 

Interestingly, NEB-KO muscle was more susceptible to repetitive activation 

compared to WT muscle.  This observation is consistent with reports that NEB-KO 

muscle exhibits the most severe structural deterioration in chronically active muscles, 

such as the diaphragm, whereas deterioration is relatively mild and mostly consists of 

Z-disk misalignment in infrequently active muscles, such as the tibialis anterior (Bang 

et al., 2006).  Taken together, these results indicate that nebulin confers a protective 

effect on activated muscle and maintains the integrity and stability of muscle during 

activation.  This observation was purely mechanical/functional, and no attempt was 

made to discern whether the reduction in isometric stress production due to cyclic 

isometric tetani arose from metabolic factors, damage to the myofibrillar lattice, or a 

combination of both.  There is currently no evidence in the literature implicating 

nebulin in skeletal muscle metabolism, so it myofibrillar damage is most likely to be 

the important factor.  Intriguingly, increased response to cyclic activation in NEB-KO 

muscle is distinct from the results of similar experiments on desmin-knockout muscle, 

which showed that cyclic isometric tetani have no damaging effects on muscle 

regardless of whether or not desmin is expressed (Sam et al., 2000).  While desmin 

and nebulin are known to interact and likely comprise a sarcomeric force-coupling 

system (Bang et al., 2002), their mechanical functions are clearly distinct.  Their 
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different molecular structures reflect this; desmin is an intermediate filament (52 

kDa) that forms polymeric networks, while nebulin is a rod-like molecule with a 

molecular weight that is an order of magnitude larger (Clark et al., 2002). 

The chief difficulty in using NEB-KO mice to study the in vivo roles of 

nebulin is the neonatal-lethal phenotype.  Previous examination of myosin heavy 

chain isoform distributions across multiple neonatal mouse skeletal muscles has 

shown that muscles are not fully differentiated into characteristic “slow” or “fast” 

types in the days immediately following birth (Agbulut et al., 2003).  Rather, mature 

distributions of myosin heavy chain isoforms are delayed until ~2-3 postnatal weeks, 

roughly coinciding with the onset of adult patterns of locomotor activity (Agbulut et 

al., 2003; Gokhin et al., 2008).  Therefore, the role of nebulin in different muscle 

types cannot be assessed using the NEB-KO mouse.  Another purely logistical 

limitation of using neonatal mice is their exceedingly small size and the fragility of 

their muscles, which are difficult to test repeatably and reliably and preclude the use 

of the more preferable single fiber preparation.  Future work will attempt to further 

elucidate the mechanism of neonatal lethality in the NEB-KO mouse: for example, 

whether muscle degeneration in the NEB-KO mouse is driven more by apoptotic or 

necrotic cell death mechanisms, and whether cell death is driven more by biochemical 

or biomechanical abnormalities.  While this study used sarcolipin transcript levels as 

a useful index of muscle degeneration in the NEB-KO mouse, a more mechanistic 

approach is required to determine the cause-effect relationship between nebulin 

ablation and the resultant muscle pathology.  Such analysis may provide insight into 

the cellular basis of human nemaline myopathy. 
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In summary, these data demonstrate changes in the isometric length-tension 

properties of the NEB-KO mouse that are consistent with, but not quantitatively 

explained by, a decrease in thin filament length.  Future studies are required to 

determine the precise molecular basis for altered stress production and the reasons 

why such alterations lead to muscle pathology. 
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Figure 3.1.  Images of the muscle-testing chamber for isometric testing of the 
neonatal mouse GAS. (A) Muscles were secured under a dissecting microscope, and a 
micrometer allowed precise displacements to be applied to the GAS. (B) Zoomed-in 
view of the boxed region of (A), showing the posts to which the GAS was secured, 
the platinum-plate electrodes that provided electrical stimulation, and the force 
transducer that collected mechanical signals.  For clarity, Ringer solution has been 
evacuated from the chamber. 
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Figure 3.2.  Sample stress-time traces of WT and NEB-KO GAS at P1 during 
isometric activation.  Note that maximum isometric stress is depressed in the NEB-
KO GAS.  Low-intensity signals from neonatal mouse muscle resulted in signal-to-
noise ratios of ~5-6. 
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Figure 3.3.  Characterization of isometric stress production in the GAS muscle of 
WT and NEB-KO mice at P1 and P7 (n=8 WT at P1; n=8 NEB-KO at P1; n=10 WT 
at P7; n=4 NEB-KO at P7) and its relationship to muscle ultrastructure.  (A) Fisher’s 
PLSD test showed that the NEB-KO GAS generated significantly less force and less 
stress than the WT GAS at P1.  The differences were even more pronounced by P7, 
indicating that the WT GAS exhibited both extrinsic and intrinsic postnatal 
enhancement of contractile function, whereas the NEB-KO GAS exhibited postnatal 
deterioration, indicating a rapidly progressive myopathy. *, P<0.05 compared to WT; 
**, P<0.0001 compared to WT. (B) Transmission electron microscopy confirmed that 
WT muscle maintains normal sarcomere structure during postnatal development, 
while NEB-KO muscle exhibits progressive deterioration.  Deterioration in NEB-KO 
muscle is distinguished by Z-disk breakage and fragmentation.  Scale bar, 500 nm. 
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Figure 3.4.  Relative quantification of sarcolipin RNA transcript levels in WT and 
NEB-KO tibialis anterior muscle tissue from P1 to P11 (n=3 WT and n=3 NEB-KO 
at each time-point). All data are shown as fold expression of sarcolipin compared to 
WT muscle at P1.  Sarcolipin upregulation in NEB-KO muscle increased with age, 
while sarcolipin transcript levels decreased monotonically in WT muscle.  The y-axis 
uses a logarithmic scale for clarity.  
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Figure 3.5.  Myosin heavy chain isoform distributions in the WT and NEB-KO GAS 
at P1 and P7 (n=4 WT at P1; n=4 NEB-KO at P1; n=4 WT at P7; n=4 NEB-KO at 
P7).  (A) Sample silver-stained SDS-PAGE gel, with bands ordered by increasing 
electrophoretic mobilities.  After band intensities were quantified using densitometry, 
Student’s t-test found no significant differences in embryonic (Emb), neonatal (Neo), 
type 1, and type 2b myosin isoform levels at both (B) P1 and (C) P7.  Type 2a and 2x 
isoforms were undetectable in either genotype at either postnatal day. 
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Figure 3.6.  Responses of the WT and NEB-KO GAS at P1 to cyclic isometric 
activation (n=6 WT; n=6 NEB-KO).  (A) Isometric stress achieved during a series of 
10 isometric tetani (Iso1-Iso10) spaced 2 min apart.  The NEB-KO GAS generated 
less stress than the WT GAS throughout the isometric exercise bout, though the 
difference became most pronounced beyond Iso6.  (B) The change in isometric stress 
production across the isometric exercise bout, expressed as an absolute change in 
stress.  (C) The change in isometric stress production across the isometric exercise 
bout, expressed as a percent of Iso1 stress.  Student’s t-test indicated that the NEB-
KO GAS was more vulnerable than the WT GAS to stress decline during cyclic 
activation.  *, P<0.05 compared to WT; **, P<0.01 compared to WT. 
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Figure 3.7.  Length-tension curves of the WT and NEB-KO GAS at P1 (n=8 WT; 
n=8 NEB-KO). Mechanical function is expressed as (A) maximum isometric stress or 
(B) fraction of peak tension.  Note the leftward shift and narrowing of the length-
tension curve of the NEB-KO GAS relative to the WT GAS, which are consistent 
with shorter thin filament length in NEB-KO muscle.  Despite the difference in thin 
filament length, “neutral” sarcomere lengths in both the WT GAS (n=4) and NEB-
KO GAS (n=4) were identical (inset). 
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Figure 3.8.  Sarcomere length in the WT and NEB-KO GAS at P1, either at slack 
length or stretched by +1 Lf (n=4 WT slack; n=4 WT stretched; n=4 NEB-KO slack; 
n=4 NEB-KO stretched).  Fisher’s PLSD test revealed no significant difference in 
sarcomere length at either slack or stretched conditions, indicating that deletion of 
nebulin does not interfere with the ability of the GAS to distribute tensile strains 
among its sarcomeres. 
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Figure 3.9.  Parabolic regression analysis of the length-tension properties of the WT 
and NEB-KO GAS at P1 (n=8 WT; n=8 NEB-KO). The top panels depict 
representative length-tension curves from tests of an individual WT GAS (panel A) 
and NEB-KO GAS (panel B), with parabolic regression applied to the data.  The 
regression equations in (A) and (B) were y=-1.98x2-0.16x+0.95 (R2=0.97) and y=-
1.28x2-0.80x+0.84 (R2=0.99), respectively.  All regression curves were required to 
meet the goodness-of-fit criterion of R2>0.9, or else they were excluded from this 
study and further analysis.  (C) Optimum relative muscle length (Lopt) of the GAS.  
(D) Full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the length-tension curves generated for 
the GAS.  Student’s t-test revealed lower Lopt and reduced FWHM in the NEB-KO 
GAS, both of which are qualitatively consistent with shorter thin filament length in 
NEB-KO muscle. 
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Figure 3.10.  Significant positive correlation between Lopt and FWHM.  The 
regression equation was y=0.65x+1.12 (P<0.001, R2=0.56), through a data set of 
pooled results from both WT and NEB-KO GAS tests.  Joint increase of FWHM and 
Lopt is consistent with predictions made by the sliding filament theory. 
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Figure 3.11.  Passive length-tension curves of the WT and NEB-KO GAS at P1 (n=8 
WT; n=8 NEB-KO).  Student’s t-test found no significant differences in passive 
tensile stress at any muscle length, although there was a trend toward lower passive 
stresses in the NEB-KO GAS. 
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Figure 3.12.  Schematic of nebulin's biomechanical roles in the sarcomeres of 
skeletal muscle.  In WT muscle (A), nebulin molecules provide a means for thin 
filaments to elongate to their physiological lengths.  Nebulin molecules also create 
important mechanical linkages to the Z-disk, thereby transmitting force and 
stabilizing Z-disk structure via their Z-disk-based binding partners.  In NEB-KO 
muscle (B), thin filament length is attenuated, although it remains unknown how 
subphysiological thin filament length is maintained.  Also, nebulin’s mechanical 
linkages and stabilizing effects in the Z-disk are lost. 
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Figure 3.13.  Modeling the effect of thin filament length on length-tension properties.  
As thin filament length decreases, both (A) FWHM and (B) Lopt are expected to 
decrease, according to a mathematical model that uses predictions made by the 
sliding filament theory (dotted lines).  However, the data from the NEB-KO GAS 
(black squares) indicate that length-tension properties in NEB-KO muscle are altered 
through mechanisms more complex than simply a reduction in thin filament length.  
Possibilities include increased variability of fiber length and/or altered frequency-
dependent muscle activation.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 
 

PHYSIOLOGICAL ROLES OF THE EXTREME C-TERMINAL SH3 DOMAIN OF  
 

NEBULIN IN SKELETAL MUSCLE: IMPLICATIONS FOR NEMALINE  
 

MYOPATHY 
 
 
 

4.1 Summary 

Nemaline myopathy is a congenital myopathy afflicting roughly 1 in 50,000 

children.  Nemaline myopathy is a disease of the thin filament, and mutations in the 

giant thin filament template nebulin contribute to its etiology.  A clinical report has 

demonstrated that loss of the extreme C-terminal SH3 domain of nebulin can cause 

nemaline myopathy.  The nebulin SH3 domain is believed to anchor the thin filament 

to the Z-disk through its interaction with myopalladin.  To further elucidate the 

physiological roles of the nebulin SH3 domain, the skeletal muscle phenotype of 

wild-type (WT) mice was compared to that of mice homozygous for the I6611X 

mutation in the nebulin gene (nebulinI6611X/I6611X).  The I6611X mutation introduces a 

premature truncation in the nebulin transcript and eliminates the SH3 domain from 

the nebulin protein.  Muscle fiber type distribution, cross-sectional area, Young’s 

modulus, and baseline isometric stress production were identical in nebulinI6611X/I6611X 

and WT muscle.  However, nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle exhibited a greater 

vulnerability to eccentric contraction-induced injury compared to WT muscle, where 

“injury” was defined as a decline in isometric stress production across a series of 10 

eccentric contractions.  Furthermore, nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle exhibited a slightly 
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altered force-frequency relationship and enhanced MAPK phosphorylation response 

compared to WT muscle.  These data indicate that the nebulin SH3 domain is 

multifunctional, playing a critical role in protecting muscle from the injurious loads 

borne during eccentric contractions, while fine-tuning the excitation-contraction 

coupling mechanism and subsequent intracellular signaling cascades.  It is 

conceivable that heightened vulnerability to eccentric contraction-induced muscle 

injury, or to other types of biomechanical challenges, may underlie the pathology 

observed in children with nemaline myopathy. 

 

4.2 Introduction 

Nemaline myopathy is a nonprogressive congenital myopathy that occurs in 

roughly 1 in 50,000 live births (North et al., 1997).  Children with nemaline 

myopathy exhibit skeletal muscle weakness, hypotonia, skeletal deformities, and 

characteristic protein aggregates (“nemaline bodies”) throughout their muscle fibers.  

Autosomal recessive nemaline myopathy is the most common type, and a host of 

mutations in the nebulin gene have been identified as a genetic basis for this disorder 

(Lehtokari et al., 2006; Pelin et al., 1999; Wallgren-Pettersson et al., 2002).  Nebulin 

is an immense protein (500-900 kDa) that coextends along thin filaments in skeletal 

muscle, and its tandem and modular structure likely serves as a template for the 

molecular architecture of thin filaments (Wang et al., 1996).  Ample evidence is 

available that nebulin specifies end-to-end distance in thin filaments, but its 

regulatory mechanism is controversial (Bang et al., 2006; Castillo et al., 2009; Kruger 

et al., 1991; Labeit et al., 1991; Littlefield and Fowler, 2008; McElhinny et al., 2003; 
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McElhinny et al., 2005).  Examination of nebulin-knockout mice has also implicated 

nebulin in the regulation of additional muscle-specific processes, including 

sarcoplasmic Ca2+ handling (Ottenheijm et al., 2008; Witt et al., 2006) and active 

force transmission (Bang et al., 2006; Gokhin et al., 2009).  Detailed sequence 

analysis and ultrastructural investigation of nebulin have also led to the proposal that 

the C-terminus of nebulin controls the width and internal structure of Z-disks 

(Millevoi et al., 1998; Pappas et al., 2008). 

A clinical case report has demonstrated that nemaline myopathy can arise 

from the absence of nebulin’s extreme C-terminal Src homology 3 (SH3) domain, 

which is normally localized within the Z-disk (Gurgel-Giannetti et al., 2002).  SH3 

domains are small protein domains found in diverse eukaryotic proteins, composed of 

~60 amino acid residues arranged into β-sheets (Musacchio et al., 1992).  SH3 

domains are involved in various cell processes, including transduction of biochemical 

signals and formation of cytoskeletal linkages, through interactions with proline-rich 

ligands (Mayer, 2001; Musacchio et al., 1992).  The nebulin SH3 domain is highly 

conserved, and its ligands have been characterized in some detail (Politou et al., 1998; 

Politou et al., 2002).  The nebulin SH3 domain is thought to be involved in Z-disk 

stabilization and mechanical integrity through its interaction with the Z-disk scaffold 

myopalladin, which anchors nebulin to the Z-disk (Bang et al., 2001; Ma and Wang, 

2002).  The nebulin SH3 domain also interacts with the elastic PEVK module of titin, 

suggesting that titin targets the nebulin SH3 domain to the Z-disk during 

myofibrillogenesis and that nebulin is involved in passive Z-disk mechanics (Ma et 

al., 2006; Ma and Wang, 2002).  The Z-disk is essential for skeletal muscle function, 
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as evidenced by its role as a mechanical stress-sensor (Knöll et al., 2002) and its 

tendency to lose structural integrity during eccentric contractions (Fridén et al., 1981; 

Lieber et al., 1991).  Therefore, identifying the constituents of the Z-disk and defining 

their roles in Z-disk structure and maintenance are clearly important for 

understanding muscle function. 

To elucidate the functional significance of the nebulin SH3 domain in the Z-

disk, mutant mice were generated homozygous for the I6611X mutation in the 

nebulin gene (nebulinI6611X/I6611X).  This mutation results in a premature truncation of 

the nebulin transcript at the beginning of the C-terminal SH3 sequence, resulting in 

complete elimination of the SH3 domain in the final nebulin protein product.  The 

nebulinI6611X/I6611X mouse directly recapitulates the genotype of its human analogue 

(Gurgel-Giannetti et al., 2002) and, therefore, has promise as a murine model of 

nemaline myopathy.  This study used a series of histological, biochemical, and 

physiological assays to compare skeletal muscles from nebulinI6611X/I6611X and wild-

type (WT) mice.  Based on the nebulin SH3 domain’s location in the Z-disk, it was 

hypothesized that nebulinI6611X/I6611X skeletal muscle would exhibit: inferior basal 

isometric stress production, heightened vulnerability to eccentric contraction-induced 

injury, and depressed intracellular signaling in response to isometric contractions. 

 

4.3 Materials and Methods 

4.3.1 Creation of Experimental Animals  

NebulinI6611X/I6611X mice were created using gene targeting and homologous 

recombination.  The I6611X point mutation and the neomycin resistance gene were 
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introduced into exon 166 of the nebulin gene (Fig. 4.1A).  The targeting construct 

was verified by DNA sequencing and electroporated into mouse embryonic stem 

cells.  Closed were exposed to neomyosin, and the subgroup of neomycin-resistant 

clones was screened for homologous recombination using Southern blot analysis 

following digestion with BamHI.  An 8.7-kbp band represented the WT allele, 

whereas a 6.7-kbp band represented the I6611X mutant allele (Fig. 4.1B).  Cells from 

successfully targeted clones were microinjected into mouse blastocysts and 

transferred into pseudopregnant mice.  The resulting male chimeras were inbred with 

female WT mice to generate germ line-transmitted heterozygous mice.  These were 

then intercrossed to create homozygous nebulinI6611X/I6611X mice. 

NebulinI6611X/I6611X mice have a lifespan >1 year, so musculoskeletally mature 

mice were available for experimentation.  This is in stark contrast to nebulin-

knockout mice, which die after ~1-2 postnatal weeks (Bang et al., 2006; Witt et al., 

2006).  In this study, 2- and 6-month-old homozygous nebulinI6611X/I6611X mice were 

used.  Control animals consisted of age-matched WT littermates.  Heterozygous 

littermates were excluded from this study.  Genotypes were confirmed by RT-PCR 

analysis of DNA extracted from tail-snip biopsies (sense: CAAATGACTT-

GGAAATATTTTACATGTGCTTTTGTTG, antisense: GCCATACATCCAGCCTT-

CATCAATCGCC; Fig. 4.1C).  Mice were sacrificed by isoflurane inhalation 

followed by cervical dislocation.  All experimental procedures were performed in 

accordance with ethical guidelines approved and enforced by the Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee, UC San Diego and VA Medical Center, La Jolla, CA. 
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4.3.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy  

Tibialis anterior (TA), extensor digitorum longus (EDL), and soleus muscles 

were immersed in phosphate-buffered Karnovsky’s fixative and maintained for up to 

1 week at 4°C.  These muscles were selected because they reflect a variety of muscle 

architectures and use levels.  Muscles were then washed three times in ice-cold 0.1 M 

sodium cacodylate buffer, incubated for 1 hr in 2% OsO4, washed three times in 

buffer again, and dehydrated with a series of graded ethanol baths followed by 

propylene oxide.  Specimens were then carefully sliced into longitudinally oriented 

strips of tissue and embedded in SCIPOXY 812 resin (Energy Beam Sciences, East 

Granby, CT).  Longitudinal sections were imaged using a transmission electron 

microscope (EM10C; Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY).  A random sampling algorithm 

was used to ensure that a variety of subregions within the muscle were imaged.   

 

4.3.3 Histology and Fiber Size Measurement   

Transverse cryosections (10 µm thick) of TA, EDL, and soleus muscles were 

generated and subjected to routine hematoxylin and eosin staining to assess gross 

morphology.  The cross-sectional area of muscle fibers was also measured by laminin 

immunohistochemistry and image analysis as described previously (Minamoto et al., 

2007).  Sections were quenched in methanol/H2O2 (3:1) to block endogenous 

peroxidase activity.  Nonspecific binding was blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin 

followed by a combination of 1.5% normal goat serum and 10% normal rat serum.  

Sections were immunolabeled overnight with polyclonal anti-laminin (1:1000; 
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Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) to target the basal lamina of the muscle fibers.  

Sections were then incubated for 1 hr with secondary Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated 

goat anti-rabbit IgG (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).  Sections were preserved in 

Vectashield mounting medium (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and 

photographed under 10x magnification using a fluorescence microscope (Carl Zeiss).  

Images were processed in ImageJ using a custom-made macro that thresholded 

images and computed areas enclosed by pericellular laminin.  Filtering criteria were 

applied to ensure measurement of actual muscle fibers, rejecting regions with cross-

sectional areas <50 µm2 or >5,600 µm2 to eliminate neurovascular structures, 

“optically fused” fibers, and cryosectioning artifacts.  Incomplete fibers along the 

edge of the image were also excluded.  Finally, regions with circularity of <0.3 or 

>1.0 were excluded to avoid measuring fibers that were obliquely cryosectioned. 

 

4.3.4 Myosin Heavy Chain Isoforms 

The distribution of fiber types in the TA, EDL, and soleus was found by 

measuring myosin heavy chain isoform levels using an adapted version of the gel 

electrophoresis approach developed by Talmadge and Roy (Talmadge and Roy, 

1993).  Muscles were homogenized and centrifuged, and the myofibril-rich pellets 

were washed and re-suspended in buffers supplemented with protease inhibitor 

cocktail (5 µl each of 100 mM PMSF, 10 µg/µl leupeptin, and 10 µg/µl pepstatin A).  

Protein was then diluted in sample buffer (100 mM dithiothreitol, 2% SDS, 80 mM 

Tris base, 10% glycerol, and 1.2% [wt/vol] bromophenol blue) to a concentration of 
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0.125 mg/ml and boiled for 2 min.  Separation of isoforms was performed with SDS-

PAGE on polyacrylamide gels (16x22 cm, thickness=0.75 mm) with 22 hrs of 

migration at 275 V at 4°C.  Stacking and resolving gels were 4% and 8% 

polyacrylamide, respectively.  After migration, gels were silver-stained according to 

the manufacturer’s protocol (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).  Isoforms were identified by 

their relative electrophoretic mobilities, which have been determined previously 

(Talmadge and Roy, 1993).  Densitometry was performed to measure band intensities 

and compute isoform distributions (Quantity One, Bio-Rad).  Total myosin heavy 

chain content was computed by summing all the myosin heavy chain band intensities 

in each sample and used as an index of biosynthetic activity. 

 

4.3.5 Measurement of Isometric Stress Production  

The model used for biomechanical testing was the 5th toe muscle of the 

multibellied EDL.  This belly was selected for its fiber length homogeneity, fiber type 

heterogeneity, and robust origin and insertion tendons (Chleboun et al., 1997).  After 

mouse sacrifice, the hindlimb was transected at the proximal femur, carefully 

skinned, and immersed in ice-cold mammalian Ringer solution (137 mM NaCl, 5 mM 

KCl, 1 mM NaH2PO4, 24 mM NaHCO3, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgSO4, 11 mM 

glucose, and 10 mg/l curare).  The TA muscle was excised, exposing the EDL.  The 

EDL was then removed, and its individual bellies were carefully microdissected 

apart.  The 5th toe muscle was then transferred to a customized muscle-testing 

chamber filled with Ringer solution, which has been described in detail previously 

(Sam et al., 2000).  To secure the muscle in the chamber, the distal tendon was tied 
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down with silk sutures to a rigid post interfaced with dual-mode ergometer that could 

impose precise displacements (Series 300B; Aurora Scientific, Aurora, ON, Canada).  

The proximal tendon was secured, also with silk sutures, to a rigid frame located on a 

micrometer-controlled horizontally adjustable platform.  Muscle length (Lm) was 

adjusted such that the muscle was taut and passive muscle tension was barely 

detectable by the force transducer (“slack length”).  The muscle was transilluminated 

with a HeNe laser (Melles Griot, Carlsbad, CA) to verify that slack Lm corresponded 

to a sarcomere length of ~3.0 µm.  Standard grating equations were used to convert 

the 1st-order spacing of the peaks of the diffraction spectrum into sarcomere length.  

Lm was measured through a dissecting microscope fitted with an eyepiece crosshair 

reticule, by using a digital micrometer to translate the chamber under the field of view 

from the proximal EDL origin to the distal myotendinous junction.  An electrical 

stimulator provided muscle activation (Pulsar 6bp; FHC, Bowdoinham, ME) via 

platinum plate electrodes that extended across the entire muscle.  Muscle twitches 

were imposed at successively higher stimulation voltages, beginning with 5 V, until 

maximum twitch force was achieved (typically at ~15 V).  Voltage was then doubled 

to guarantee recruitment of all fibers.  Maximum isometric force was imposed by 

applying a 400-ms train of 0.3-ms pulses delivered at 100 Hz while maintaining 

constant muscle length.  A computer algorithm in LabVIEW (National Instruments, 

Austin, TX) was used to trigger the stimulator, acquire signals from the force 

transducer via a data acquisition board sampling at 4000 Hz (PCI-6040; National 

Instruments), and analyze all force-time records.  After testing, the muscle was 
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removed from the chamber, proximal and distal tendons were cut off, and the muscle 

was dabbed dry and weighed. 

To compute the longitudinal stress within the muscle, force was normalized to 

physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA), an anatomical parameter whose value is 

directly proportional to force-generating capacity (Powell et al., 1984).  The use of 

stress instead of force allowed analysis of intrinsic muscle mechanical properties 

independent of muscle size.  Fiber length (Lf in mm) was determined for each muscle 

by multiplying Lm by the characteristic 5th toe EDL Lf:Lm ratio of 0.69.  Muscle mass 

(M in mg), muscle density (ρ=1.056 g/cm3), fiber pennation angle (θ=11.3°), and Lf 

were used to compute PCSA (in mm2), which is equal to (Mcosθ)/(ρLf).  The constants 

in this formula have been published previously (Chleboun et al., 1997; Mendez and 

Keys, 1960). 

 

4.3.6 Eccentric Contraction-Induced Injury   

The 5th toe EDL was secured in the testing chamber as described above, and 

passive load-bearing properties were first measured by imposing a 15% Lf stretch at a 

rate of 0.7 Lf/s, repeated 3 times at 2-min intervals.  Maximum isometric stress was 

then measured 3 times at 2-min intervals.  Next, the muscle underwent a series of 10 

eccentric contractions spaced apart by 2-min intervals.  For each eccentric 

contraction, the muscle was first maximally activated isometrically until tension 

stabilized (~200 ms) and then stretched by 15% Lf at a rate of 2 Lf/s, resulting in a 

rapid and biphasic tension rise reflecting distinct short-range and long-range active 

muscle stiffnesses.  Lm was held fixed during active stress relaxation, stimulation was 
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ceased, and then Lm was returned to its starting value.  Maximum isometric stress was 

then re-measured 3 times at 2-min intervals.  Finally, passive properties were re-

measured by imposing a 15% Lf stretch at a rate of 0.7 Lf/s, repeated 3 times at 2-min 

intervals.  “Injury” was defined as a reduction in passive load-bearing and/or 

isometric stress production across the eccentric exercise bout. 

 

4.3.7 Force-Frequency Relationship  

To assess muscle responsiveness to electrical stimulation, the 5th toe EDL was 

secured in the testing chamber as described above, and a force-frequency curve was 

generated.  Isometric contractions were elicited by applying successive 400-ms trains 

of 0.3-ms pulses delivered at 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, and 100 Hz, with 

contractions spaced apart by 2 min.  Isometric stress measured at each stimulation 

frequency was then normalized to the maximum isometric stress measured at 100 Hz.  

Logistic regression was applied to the force-frequency data using an applet in 

MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA).  This curve has the form y=a/(1+becx) and 

was chosen for its sigmoid shape.  The logistic equation was used to compute the 

stimulation frequencies corresponding to 25%, 50%, and 75% of maximum isometric 

stress production (F25, F50, F75). 

 

4.3.8 Passive Mechanical Testing of Single Muscle Fibers 

 The passive tensile properties of single muscle fibers from the TA and soleus 

were evaluated using an approach adapted from methods described previously (Fridén 

and Lieber, 2003).  Briefly, the muscle was excised and maintained at -20°C for up to 
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3 weeks in storage solution (170 mM K(C2H5COO), 5 mM K3EGTA, 5.3 mM MgCl2, 

10 mM imidazole, 21.2 mM Na2ATP, 1 mM NaN3, 2.5 mM glutathione, 50 µM 

leupeptin, and 50% glycerol).  At the time of mechanical testing, the muscle was 

removed from storage solution and placed in relaxing solution (59.4 mM imidazole, 

86 mM KCH4O3S, 0.13 mM Ca(KCH4O3S)2, 10.8 mM Mg(KCH4O3S)2, 5.5 mM 

K3EDTA, 1 mM KH2PO4, 5.1 mM Na2ATP, and 50 µM leupeptin). A single fiber 

segment was carefully teased off and transferred to a mechanical testing chamber 

filled with relaxing solution, and silk sutures were used to secure the fiber to a 

micromanipulator and force transducer (Model 405A; Aurora Scientific).  Fiber 

length was adjusted until mechanical slack was removed, and fiber diameter (D) was 

measured using an eyepiece crosshair reticule.  Fiber cross-sectional area (CSAf) was 

computed under the assumption that the fiber cross-section was perfectly circular 

(CSAf=π(D/2)2).  Slack sarcomere length (Ls
0) was then measured by transilluminating 

the fiber with a HeNe laser (Melles Griot), projecting the diffraction pattern onto a 

photodiode array above the fiber, and using standard grating equations to convert the 

1st-order spacing of the peaks of the diffraction spectrum into sarcomere length.  The 

fiber was stretched to failure in 250-µm increments using a micrometer attached to the 

motor.  The fiber was permitted to rest for 2 min between increments to minimize 

confounding stress relaxation effects, and sarcomere length and tensile force were 

recorded at the end of each 2-min interval using a computer algorithm in LabVIEW.  

Sarcomere lengths (Ls) and passive tensile forces (F) were converted to Lagrangian 

sarcomere strains (ε=ΔLs/Ls
0) and uniaxial tensile stresses (σ=F/CSAf), respectively, 

and the slope of the resulting stress-strain curve (Young’s modulus) was computed 
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using linear regression.   Regression was applied only to the sub-yield region of the 

stress-strain curve.  This protocol was performed on 3 randomly selected fibers per 

muscle. 

 

4.3.9 Isometric Contraction-Induced Signaling   

To assess signal transduction during cyclic isometric contractions, the EDL 

muscle was secured in the testing chamber as described above and subjected to 10 

cyclic isometric contractions.  Isometric contractions were elicited by applying 400-

ms trains of 0.3-ms pulses delivered at 100 Hz and spaced apart by 30 sec.  After 

exercise, muscles were removed from the testing chamber, snap-frozen in liquid N2, 

and stored at -80°C.  Unexercised muscles were also frozen as control specimens. 

For protein analysis, muscles were homogenized, and mitogen-activated 

protein kinase (MAPK) activity was measured by quantifying the phosphorylation of 

c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK), extracellular regulated kinase (ERK), and 

MAPK/ERK kinase (MEK) using PathScan® solid-phase sandwich enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits, according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Cell 

Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA).  MAPKs have been well established as stress 

effectors in skeletal muscle, as muscle stress correlates directly with MAPK activity 

(Martineau and Gardiner, 2001).  Briefly, 50 µl of muscle homogenates were added to 

96-well microtiter plates pre-coated with anti-phospho-ERK1/2, anti-phospho-MEK1, 

and anti-phospho-JNK1/2, as well as to plates pre-coated with antibodies against the 

total amount of each MAPK.  After overnight incubation at 4°C, wells were washed 

and probed with appropriate detection antibody for 1 hr at 37°C.  Wells were washed 
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again and then probed with HRP-conjugated secondary antibody for 30 min at 37°C.  

Addition of 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate for 30 min was used to 

develop color until the addition of acidic STOP solution.  A microtiter plate reader 

measured absorbance at 450 nm.  

 

4.3.10 Statistics   

Data are presented as mean±SEM.  The effect of genotype was determined 

using the unpaired Student’s t-test.  Simultaneous effects of genotype and another 

experimental variable were determined using two-way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) with post hoc Fisher’s PLSD analysis.  Significance was defined as 

P<0.05.  Statistical analysis was performed in StatView (SAS, Cary, NC). 

 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Baseline Characteristics  

NebulinI6611X/I6611X mice were viable and fertile, with no obvious abnormalities 

in grooming, mobility, or other behavioral characteristics. NebulinI6611X/I6611X mice 

did not exhibit gross musculoskeletal defects, such as spine deformity, or altered body 

size (Table 4.1).  Histological examination of the TA, EDL, and soleus did not 

uncover any obvious pathology in the nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle, with no evidence of 

fibrosis, centralized nuclei, inflammatory cell infiltration, heightened fiber size 

variability, or unusual fiber shape. Muscle fiber type distributions were also 

indistinguishable in the TA, EDL, and soleus from WT and nebulinI6611X/I6611X mice, 

although a slight but statistically insignificant trend toward faster (type 2B) fibers at 
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the expense of slow (type 1) fibers was observed in nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle 

(P=0.12-0.72; Fig. 4.2A-C).  No differences were found in total myosin heavy chain 

content (P=0.98), indicating that biosynthetic activity is not compromised in 

nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle.  Furthermore, fiber cross-sectional areas were also 

indistinguishable in the TA, EDL, and soleus muscles from WT and 

nebulinI6611X/I6611X mice, although a slight but statistically insignificant trend toward 

smaller fibers was observed in nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle (P=0.25-0.66; Fig. 4.2D).  

Transmission electron microscopy did not reveal any abnormalities in 

nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle at the ultrastructural level, with nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle 

exhibiting clearly distinguishable A- and I- bands, M-lines, and Z-disks in each of the 

muscles examined (Fig. 4.2E,F).  No evidence of Z-disk dissolution or streaming was 

found in nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle.  Based on these data, the nebulin SH3 domain is 

dispensable for normal myogenesis, fiber type specification, and muscle 

cytoarchitecture. 

 

4.4.2 Response to Eccentric Contraction-Induced Injury 

The architectural properties of the 5th toe EDL muscle, including mass, fiber 

length, and PCSA, were identical in both genotypes at both 2 and 6 mo of age 

(P=0.10-0.76; Table 4.1), indicating that deletion of the nebulin SH3 domain does not 

affect muscle design.  Isometric stresses produced by 5th toe EDL muscles were 

identical in both WT and nebulinI6611X/I6611X mice before the start of eccentric exercise 

(P=0.50-0.58; Fig 4.3A,C).  While both genotypes lost isometric stress production 

capacity during eccentric exercise, nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle lost it more rapidly (Fig. 
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4.3A), resulting in nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle generating less stress than WT muscle 

after eccentric exercise (P<0.01; Fig. 4.3A,C).  In terms of injury, defined as a 

percent decrease in isometric stress production during eccentric exercise, 

nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle was more vulnerable to injury compared with WT muscle 

(P<0.01; Fig. 4.3E).  While the magnitude of injury was both age- and genotype-

dependent, there was no statistically significant interaction between age and genotype 

(P=0.90). 

 Passive tensile stresses borne by 5th toe EDL muscles were identical in both 

WT and nebulinI6611X/I6611X mice before the start of eccentric exercise (P=0.65-0.70; 

Fig. 4.3B,D).  However, passive load-bearing decreased by the same amount in both 

WT and nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle after eccentric exercise (Fig. 4.3B).  Thus both 

WT and nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle bore the same amount of passive stress after 

eccentric exercise as well (P=0.63-0.78; Fig. 4.3B,D).  In terms of injury, this time 

defined as a percent decrease in passive load-bearing during eccentric exercise, both 

WT and nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle appeared identically vulnerable (P=0.80-0.92; Fig. 

4.3E).  While the magnitude of injury was not genotype-dependent, it was age-

dependent (P<0.05).  These data suggest that the nebulin SH3 domain is not involved 

in defining the passive mechanical properties of muscle. 

 

4.4.3 Force-Frequency Relationship 

Muscle twitches did not fuse into tetanic contractions at the lowest stimulation 

frequency of 5 Hz, and 5th toe EDL muscles from both WT and nebulinI6611X/I6611X 

mice produced identical twitch stresses (26.3±3.4 kPa vs. 26.9±1.3 kPa, respectively; 
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P=0.88).  Twitches began to fuse into isometric tetani at low frequencies of 20-30 Hz 

in both genotypes.  However, nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle exhibited a slight but 

statistically significant depression in isometric stress production at these frequencies 

(P<0.05; Fig. 4.4).  At frequencies greater than 30 Hz, isometric stress production 

was statistically indistinguishable in WT and nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle (P=0.06-0.66; 

Fig 4.4).  Logistic regression analysis showed that the frequencies required to achieve 

25% and 50% of maximum isometric stress were slightly elevated in 

nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle, but no difference was observed in the frequency required 

to achieve 75% of maximum isometric stress (Fig. 4.4, inset).  These data indicate 

that skeletal muscle lacking the nebulin SH3 domain exhibits slightly blunted 

sensitivity to electrical stimulation, and only in a narrow range of frequencies. 

 

4.4.4 Passive Mechanical Properties of Single Muscle Fibers 

Slack sarcomere lengths were identical in single fibers isolated from 

nebulinI6611X/I6611X and WT muscles (P=0.14-0.73; Fig. 4.5A).  No differences were 

found in the Young’s moduli of fibers from nebulinI6611X/I6611X and WT muscles, as 

computed from the sub-yield slope of the stress-strain curve (P=0.28-0.50; Fig. 4.5B).  

These observations provide further evidence that the nebulin SH3 domain is 

dispensable for normal passive muscle mechanics. 

 

4.4.5 Isometric Contraction-Induced Signaling 

Total levels of each MAPK were constant in both genotypes both before and 

after isometric exercise (data not shown), so phosphorylated MAPK levels were used 
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to quantify MAPK activity.  Phospho-ERK levels were identical in nebulinI6611X/I6611X 

and WT muscle before isometric exercise, but phospho-ERK levels were elevated by 

~16% in nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle after exercise (P<0.05; Fig. 4.6A).  A similar and 

even more pronounced effect was seen in phospho-MEK levels; while phospho-MEK 

levels were identical in nebulinI6611X/I6611X and WT muscle before isometric exercise, 

phospho-MEK levels were elevated by ~39% in nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle after 

exercise (P<0.05; Fig. 4.6B).  As a result, fold phosphorylation of both ERK and 

MEK was elevated in nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle after exercise (P<0.05; Fig. 4.6C). 

On the other hand, phospho-JNK was barely detectable in both genotypes both before 

and after isometric exercise (data not shown).  These data indicate that skeletal 

muscle lacking the nebulin SH3 domain exhibits heightened activation of particular 

MAPKs in response to isometric exercise. 

 

4.5 Discussion 

 This study examined the phenotype of the nebulinI6611X/I6611X mouse, which 

lacks the extreme C-terminal SH3 domain of nebulin in skeletal muscle.  While the 

molecular structure and binding properties of the nebulin SH3 domain have been 

described (Politou et al., 1998; Politou et al., 2002), this is the first report 

documenting its role in skeletal muscle physiology and function.  Overall, the 

phenotypic changes observed in nebulinI6611X/I6611X mice were mild, but they provide 

important data regarding the role of nebulin in skeletal muscle. 

Interestingly, absence of the nebulin SH3 domain did not reduce basal 

isometric stress production in uninjured muscle, a phenomenon frequently observed 
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in mice genetically engineered to lack particular sarcomere constituents.  Nebulin is a 

500-900-kDa protein (McElhinny et al., 2003), and its SH3 domain is only ~60 amino 

acids long (Musacchio et al., 1992), which corresponds to ~8 kDa or just ~0.9-1.6% 

of the total nebulin molecule.  Therefore, the degree of protein deletion may have 

simply been too small to cause a noticeable reduction in isometric stress production.  

In instances where deletion of a sarcomere protein causes a reduction in isometric 

stress production without interfering with the excitation-coupling mechanism or 

formation of actomyosin crossbridges, it is assumed that the protein acts as a passive 

force transmitter.  The isometric stress data suggest that either the nebulin SH3 

domain is not directly involved in force transmission or its role is too subtle to detect.  

It is also conceivable that the formation of new passive mechanical linkages or the 

strengthening of additional preexisting linkages can compensate for any linkages that 

are lost when the nebulin SH3 domain is eliminated.  It is already known that the 

nebulin SH3 domain interacts with myopalladin and titin (Bang et al., 2001; Ma et al., 

2006; Ma and Wang, 2002), but the extent to which the interactions among these 

proteins are reorganized in the absence of the nebulin SH3 domain has not been 

definitively determined.  To more fully understand the cytoarchitectural consequences 

of deleting the nebulin SH3 domain, additional biochemical assays, such as 

immunofluorescence colocalization and coimmunoprecipitation binding assays, need 

to be performed. 

 The responses of WT and nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle to cyclic eccentric 

contractions indicate that the nebulin SH3 domain protects muscle from the reduction 

in isometric stress production that occurs during eccentric exercise.  During eccentric 
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contractions, muscles are forced to withstand loads substantially greater than those 

that they can actively create.  Eccentric loads can exceed the mechanical tolerance 

threshold of skeletal muscle and, thus, produce tissue damage.  Certain muscle-

specific proteins, particularly mechanotransducers in the Z-disk (Knöll et al., 2002), 

may act as molecular scaffolds that stabilize the sarcomere during eccentric 

contractions.  The observation that nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle is unusually vulnerable 

to eccentric contraction-induced injury indicates that the nebulin SH3 domain may 

have a scaffolding role.  This role is consistent with previous observations that the C-

terminus of nebulin is involved in defining the internal structure of the Z-disk 

(Millevoi et al., 1998; Pappas et al., 2008).  

 It seems difficult to reconcile heightened vulnerability to muscle injury with 

otherwise normal viability.  However, it is important to recognize that the heightened 

vulnerability of the nebulinI6611X/I6611X mouse to muscle injury only became evident 

when muscles were subjected to biomechanically challenging circumstances ex vivo, 

namely a 15% active strain while maximally activated at 100 Hz.  Such 

biomechanically challenging events may be extremely rare during the normal course 

of mouse behavior while housed under ideal laboratory conditions.  Still, heightened 

vulnerability to eccentric contraction-induced injury, or to other biomechanical 

challenges, should not be ruled out as a possible underlying cause for the muscle 

pathology observed in children with nemaline myopathy.  It is important to note that 

the vulnerability of the nebulinI6611X/I6611X mouse to muscle injury did not exhibit a 

statistically significant interaction between age and genotype, which is consistent 

with the commonly accepted characterization of nemaline myopathy as a 
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nonprogressive disorder (North et al., 1997). 

 Construction of force-frequency curves for WT and nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle 

reveals a very slight but statistically significant role for the nebulin SH3 domain in 

modulating skeletal muscle sensitivity to electrical stimulation.  At low frequencies of 

20-30 Hz, nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle produced a slightly smaller fraction of maximum 

isometric stress compared to WT muscle.  However, at higher frequencies, this effect 

was nonexistent or undetectable.  This indicates that, at low frequencies, 

nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle may release Ca2+ more slowly or uptake Ca2+ more 

quickly.  It has been shown previously that deletion of nebulin results in a dramatic 

upregulation of sarcolipin, a sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ ATPase (SERCA) inhibitor 

(Gokhin et al., 2009; Ottenheijm et al., 2008; Witt et al., 2006).  It remains unknown 

whether deletion of just the nebulin SH3 domain causes changes in the gene 

expression of components of the excitation-contraction coupling mechanism.  If not, 

then nebulin domains aside from the SH3 domain regulate the expression of 

excitation-contraction coupling mechanism components. 

 A surprising finding of this study was that nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle is more 

sensitive than WT muscle to isometric contraction-induced phosphorylation of ERK 

and MEK.  Therefore, the nebulin SH3 domain seems to inhibit phosphorylation of 

particular MAPKs.  While it is has been known for some time that muscle stress 

induces MAPK signaling (Martineau and Gardiner, 2001), the specific 

mechanotransducers have remained elusive.  A host of Z-disk-associated proteins are 

known to participate in intracellular signaling cascades (Frank et al., 2006), and the 

data presented here suggest that nebulin SH3 domain is yet another player.  It is 
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tempting to consider a model where mechanical loading of the Z-disk produces a 

conformational change in the nebulin SH3 domain, thereby turning off its inhibitory 

function.  However, it still remains unclear whether the nebulin SH3 domain 

transduces mechanical loads directly, via its interactions with myopalladin and titin 

(Bang et al., 2001; Ma et al., 2006; Ma and Wang, 2002), or through an as-yet-

undiscovered mechanism.  Elevated MAPK phosphorylation in nebulinI6611X/I6611X 

muscle also implicates aberrant intracellular signaling as another possible etiology of 

nemaline myopathy.  Further investigation is required to dissect the pathways that 

link the nebulin SH3 domain to MAPK activity. 

 The nebulinI6611X/I6611X mouse was developed as a model of a 14-yr-old girl 

who lacked the nebulin SH3 domain and was diagnosed with nemaline myopathy 

(Gurgel-Giannetti et al., 2002).  Loss of the nebulin SH3 domain causes severe 

weakness, hypotonia, and accumulation of nemaline bodies in human muscle, 

characteristics of a myopathic state (Gurgel-Giannetti et al., 2002).  Such a dramatic 

phenotype was not observed in nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle, indicating that the mouse is 

not an optimal model of this particular muscle disorder.  There certainly is precedent 

for a mouse model of muscle disease to be a lower-severity reflection of its human 

analogue.  For example, the mdx mouse, a mutant that lacks dystrophin and thought to 

be a model of human Duchenne muscular dystrophy, does not exhibit progressive 

muscle wasting because of its compensatory upregulation of utrophin and robust 

capacity for muscle regeneration (Watchko et al., 2002).  This is in contrast to human 

Duchenne muscular dystrophy patients, who do not exhibit compensatory 

upregulation of utrophin and die prematurely due to rapid and progressive muscle 
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wasting (Watchko et al., 2002).  The mismatch between the phenotype of the 

nebulinI6611X/I6611X mouse and human nemaline myopathy is reminiscent of the 

mismatch between the phenotype of the mdx mouse and Duchenne muscular 

dystrophy.  These experimental models indicate that, in general, transgenic mice are 

insufficient for accurately modeling hereditary muscle disease in humans, and mouse 

models of human muscle disease have intrinsic limits to their translatability. 
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Table 4.1.  General architectural properties of 5th toe EDL muscles from 2- and 6-
mo-old WT and nebulinI6611X/I6611X mice 
 

 2 mo 6 mo 
 WT I6611X P WT I6611X P 
 
n 
 

6 8  6 8  

Body 
mass, g 

 
26.0±1.7 26.8±1.8 0.76 35.7±2.7 32.5±1.5 0.37 

Muscle 
mass, 
mg 

2.5±0.1 2.3±0.1 0.20 3.2±0.1 3.1±0.2 0.75 

Fiber 
length, 

mm 
6.190±0.074 6.085±0.129 0.49 6.665±0.056 6.457±0.102 0.10 

PCSA, 
mm2 

 
0.373±0.014 0.357±0.005 0.32 0.446±0.015 0.453±0.012 0.73 

 
Values represent mean±SEM. PCSA, physiological cross-sectional area. 
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Figure 4.1. Creation of nebulinI6611X/I6611X mice, which lack the nebulin SH3 domain 
in skeletal muscle.  (A) Targeting strategy for replacing I6611 in the nebulin gene 
with a stop codon in all reading frames.  A restriction map of the relevant genomic 
region of nebulin (top panel), the targeting construct (middle panel), and the mutated 
locus after homologous recombination (lower panel) are shown.  Neo represents the 
neomycin resistance gene, and long rectangles represent Frt sites. (B) The indicated 
probe was used to detect wild-type (WT) and I6611X nebulin-mutant alleles by 
Southern blot analysis after digestion with BamHI. (C) RT-PCR analysis was also 
performed to confirm the genotypes of WT, heterozygous (het), and 
nebulinI6611X/I6611X mice. 
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Figure 4.2.  Baseline muscle characteristics in 2-mo-old WT and nebulinI6611X/I6611X 
mice (n=6 WT; n=6 nebulinI6611X/I6611X).  The relative amounts of type 1, 2A, 2X, and 
2B myosin heavy chain were used to quantify fiber type distribution.  No significant 
differences were found in the fiber type distribution of the TA (A), EDL (B), and 
soleus (C), although a slight but statistically insignificant trend toward faster fiber 
types in nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle can be observed.  No significant differences in 
fiber cross-sectional area (CSA) were found in any muscle examined, but a 
statistically insignificant trend toward smaller fibers in nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle can 
be observed (D).  Transmission electron microscopy revealed no noticeable 
differences in the ultrastructure of EDL muscles from WT (E) and nebulinI6611X/I6611X 
(F) mice.  Z-disks and M-lines were intact, and both A- and I-bands were clearly 
distinguishable in both genotypes.  Scale bar, 3 µm. 
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Figure 4.3.  Characterization of the vulnerability of 2- and 6-mo-old WT and 
nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle to eccentric contraction-induced injury (n=6 WT; n=8 
nebulinI6611X/I6611X).  (A) Time-course of isometric stress production before (Iso1-3), 
during (Ecc1-10), and after (Iso4-6) eccentric exercise.  Fisher’s PLSD test showed 
that nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle began to lose isometric stress production capacity 
during the eccentric contraction bout more rapidly than WT muscle at both ages.  (B) 
Time-course of tensile stress borne at 15% passive stretch before (PS1-3) and after 
(PS4-6) eccentric exercise.  No differences were found between nebulinI6611X/I6611X 
and WT muscle at either age.  (C) Average isometric stress production before and 
after eccentric exercise.  Fisher’s PLSD test showed that nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle 
generates less stress than WT muscle after eccentric exercise at both ages.  (D) 
Average passive tensile stress borne at 15% stretch before and after eccentric 
exercise.  No differences were found between nebulinI6611X/I6611X and WT muscle at 
either age.  (E) Magnitude of eccentric contraction-induced injury, defined as a 
percent decrease in isometric stress and/or passive tensile stress after eccentric 
exercise.  Fisher’s PLSD test showed that nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle exhibits a greater 
decrease in isometric stress production following eccentric contractions compared to 
WT muscle at both ages, but no such difference was found when comparing the 
declines in passive tensile stress at either age. *P<0.05 nebulinI6611X/I6611X vs. WT, 
**P<0.01, nebulinI6611X/I6611X vs. WT; ***P<0.001 nebulinI6611X/I6611X vs. WT. 
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Figure 4.4.  Force-frequency curves of 2-mo-old WT and nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle 
(n=6 WT; n=6 nebulinI6611X/I6611X).  Student’s t-test showed that nebulinI6611X/I6611X 
muscle produces a slightly smaller fraction of maximum isometric stress compared to 
WT muscle, but only at low stimulation frequencies of 20-30 Hz.  This effect is 
abolished at higher stimulation frequencies.  Inset: After applying logistic regression 
to the raw force-frequency data, Fisher’s PLSD test revealed that nebulinI6611X/I6611X 
muscle requires higher stimulation frequency to achieve 25% and 50% of maximum 
isometric stress (F25, F50).  However, no differences were found in the stimulation 
frequency required to achieve 75% of maximum isometric stress (F75). *P<0.05 
nebulinI6611X/I6611X vs. WT, **P<0.01, nebulinI6611X/I6611X vs. WT. 
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Figure 4.5.  Passive mechanical properties of single fibers from 2-mo-old WT and 
nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle (n=9 WT; n=9 nebulinI6611X/I6611X).  Neither slack 
sarcomere length (A) nor Young’s modulus (B) were different in fibers from the TA 
and soleus.  Slack sarcomere length was measured at the start of the passive stretch-
to-failure protocol, and Young’s modulus was computed after the protocol by 
applying linear regression to the stress-strain curve. 
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Figure 4.6.  MAPK phosphorylation in response to cyclic isometric contractions in 2-
mo-old WT and nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle (n=4 WT; n=6 nebulinI6611X/I6611X).  For 
both ERK (A) and MEK (B), the degree of phosphorylation was identical before a 
bout of 10 isometric contractions.  However, nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle exhibited 
significantly elevated levels of ERK and MEK phosphorylation after isometric 
exercise, indicating that nebulinI6611X/I6611X muscle is more mechanosensitive than WT 
muscle. (C) Net phosphorylation of ERK and MEK in both genotypes.  *P<0.05 
nebulinI6611X/I6611X vs. WT; **P<0.01 nebulinI6611X/I6611X vs. WT. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 

5.1 Summary and Significance of Findings 

 The main objective of this dissertation was to characterize the structural and 

functional roles of nebulin by taking advantage of the nebulin-knockout mouse, a 

fascinating genetically engineered disease model that exhibits neonatal lethality and 

reduced thin filament length in skeletal muscle.  Before contractile measurements 

could be made in nebulin-deficient skeletal muscle, a preliminary study was 

performed to characterize isometric stress production in neonatal skeletal muscle.  As 

shown in Chapter 2, skeletal muscle improves its postnatal contractile performance in 

a manner independent of muscle size, suggesting that muscle tissue undergoes an 

intrinsic enhancement of its functional quality during postnatal development.  This 

enhancement was then verified using histological and biochemical tools.  The data 

showed that 1-day-old mouse tibialis anterior muscle produces a maximum isometric 

stress value of 27±3 kPa, which is only about one-tenth of the isometric stress that 

mature skeletal muscle is known to produce.  In Chapter 3, contractile measurements 

were performed in 1-day-old nebulin-knockout mice and their wild-type counterparts.  

It was found that wild-type gastrocnemius muscle produces about 26.8±2.0 kPa of 

isometric stress, similar to the value observed for the tibialis anterior in Chapter 2.  

However, nebulin-knockout gastrocnemius muscle produced only 19.5±2.0 kPa of 

isometric stress, an inferior value consistent with a severe myopathy.  Tracking 
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postnatal changes in isometric stress production verified the myopathy in nebulin-

knockout mice, as isometric stress production in the nebulin-knockout gastrocnemius 

muscle fell to 4.5±1.3 kPa by postnatal day 7.  This is an exceedingly low value; 

muscle generating this little isometric stress is effectively nonfunctional and explains 

why nebulin-knockout mice begin to die beyond this postnatal time-point. 

 Contractile measurements of nebulin-knockout muscle revealed several 

additional phenotypic changes resulting from the deletion of nebulin.  Most 

importantly, length-tension properties were altered in a manner consistent with 

reduced thin filament length.  Based on theoretical and idealized length-tension 

curves (constructed from thin filament length measurements), it was found that the 

length-tension changes in nebulin-knockout muscle were not completely explained by 

the reduction in thin filament length.  This suggests that deletion of nebulin interferes 

with other aspects of muscle physiology that affect length-tension properties, 

although it is unclear which aspects were the primary players.  Furthermore, nebulin-

knockout muscle exhibited a heightened vulnerability to an isometric stress decline 

resulting from cyclic isometric contractions.  Superficially, it appeared that nebulin-

knockout muscle is more vulnerable than wild-type muscle to isometric stress 

declines resulting from cyclic isometric contractions.  This suggests that nebulin-

knockout muscle was more susceptible to fatigue, but there is no evidence that 

nebulin-knockout muscle has a lower metabolic capacity compared to wild-type 

muscle.  Thus the appearance of fatigue might actually be a manifestation of 

ultrastructural damage that accumulates within nebulin-knockout muscle during 

contraction.  This lends support to a model where nebulin acts to scaffold and protect 
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muscle during cyclic contractions.  Generally, the physiological characterization of 

nebulin-knockout muscle led to the conclusion that, while nebulin is indeed important 

for the specification of normal thin filament length, it also provides force 

transmission and stabilization to the myofibrillar matrix. 

 The importance of nebulin as a molecular scaffold—particularly in the Z-

disk—was supported by the creation and characterization of the phenotype of the 

I6611X nebulin-mutant mouse (Chapter 4).  This mouse lacks the extreme C-terminal 

SH3 domain of nebulin that anchors the thin filament to the Z-disk through an 

interaction with myopalladin.  Unlike the nebulin-knockout mouse, the I6611X 

nebulin-mutant mouse was completely viable.  Physiological testing showed that the 

skeletal muscle from adult I6611X nebulin-mutant mice generated normal levels of 

isometric stress but exhibited an unusually high vulnerability to eccentric contraction-

induced injury, where “injury” was defined as a decline in isometric stress production 

during an eccentric exercise bout.  These data strengthen the model of nebulin as a 

sarcomere stabilizer and point to the nebulin SH3 domain in the Z-disk as one source 

of its stabilization function.  Finally, it was observed that skeletal muscle from adult 

I6611X nebulin-mutant mice had slightly different force-frequency properties 

compared to wild-type muscle, indicating a small but statistically significant role for 

the nebulin SH3 domain in the management of excitation-contraction coupling.  

However, it remains unclear exactly how the nebulin SH3 domain performs this role, 

in terms of its molecular structure. 

 Despite the numerous studies that have demonstrated that nebulin is essential 

for the proper specification of thin filament length (Bang et al., 2006; McElhinny et 
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al., 2005; Witt et al., 2006), precisely defining the role of nebulin in skeletal muscle 

function has proven to be quite challenging.  The studies described in this dissertation 

offer ample evidence that nebulin is a multifunctional molecule, with roles in at least 

the following physiological processes: (1) specification of thin filament length, (2) 

transmission of mechanical forces throughout muscle tissue, (3) stabilization of the 

myofibrillar matrix during injurious loading, (4) modulation of muscle sensitivity to 

electrical stimulation, and (5) fine-tuning of intracellular mechanotransduction.  

These various roles are important for identifying nebulin as a central player in 

skeletal muscle physiology and function.  These roles also have clinical relevance 

because of nebulin’s participation in the etiology of nemaline myopathy, a 

devastating muscle disorder.  The studies described in this dissertation, in 

combination with past and future investigation into the properties of nebulin, will 

show that perhaps nebulin is not so “nebulous” after all. 

 

5.2 Future Directions 

5.2.1 Mechanism of Neonatal Lethality 

Nebulin is not unique among muscle-specific structural proteins whose 

associated gene knockout is neonatal-lethal in the mouse.  A similar phenotype is 

observed in the Cypher-knockout mouse (Zhou et al., 2001).  Cypher, also known as 

Z-band alternatively spliced postsynaptic density 95/Drosophila disc-large/zonula 

occludens-1-containing protein (ZASP), is a linker-strut protein localized in the Z-

disk that may be involved in the maintenance of Z-disk integrity through a 

mechanism similar to nebulin.  Both nebulin-knockout mice and Cypher-knockout 
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mice exhibit rapid postnatal muscle degeneration and respiratory distress and die after 

about one postnatal week.  Both of these mice are compelling animal models of 

severe congenital myopathy.  However, the precise mechanisms that drive postnatal 

muscle degeneration and death in these mice are not understood. 

Cell death can occur through either apoptotic or necrotic cell death 

mechanisms, and severe pathological and degenerative states often involve a 

combination of the two (Sandri and Carraro, 1999).  The mechanisms that drive 

apoptosis and necrosis are distinct, but assays have been developed to distinguish and 

quantify their presence in pathological tissue.  For example, apoptosis may be 

quantified by measuring expression levels of pro-apoptotic peptides, such as caspases.  

Other commercially available cell viability assays are also available to measure the 

relative proportions of apoptosis, necrosis, and/or proliferation in tissues.  By 

understanding which cell death mechanisms drive pathological tissue changes during 

muscle degeneration, appropriate intervention strategies can be developed to blunt 

those changes.  Slowing or stopping muscle degeneration is an important step with 

ramifications in making progress toward therapies for muscle disease. 

 

5.2.2 Manipulation of Nebulin’s Functional Domains 

The immense size and multifunctionality of nebulin means that complete 

ablation of the nebulin protein impairs a host of interrelated processes within the 

nebulin-deficient muscle cell.  Therefore, the pathological phenotype of nebulin-

knockout mice is due to simultaneous structural, functional, and/or regulatory 

impairments.  These impairments have functional consequences that interact with one 
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another, and they likely obscure nebulin’s exact roles in vivo.  For example, one may 

envision a scenario where shorter thin filaments in nebulin-deficient muscle result in 

reduced stress production, which is, in turn, is incompletely mechanotransduced due 

to the absence of nebulin-based intracellular signaling motifs in the Z-disk.   

To dissect nebulin’s multiple functions, targeted manipulations of its protein 

domains and functional motifs are recommended.  Toward this end, chapter 4 

describes the consequence of deleting the extreme C-terminal SH3 domain of nebulin.  

However, the specific functions of nebulin’s other domains remain elusive.  For 

example, nebulin contains a serine-rich domain immediately adjacent to the SH3 

domain.  While it is known that serine-rich domains are generally involved in cell 

signaling, it would be interesting to establish whether or not that is true in nebulin as 

well.  Furthermore, at the other end of the molecule, the nebulin N-terminus, there is 

a unique sequence called M1M2M3.  The M1M2M3 sequence contains a 

tropomodulin-binding motif, and it has been proposed that the interaction between 

tropomodulin and M1M2M3 facilitates pointed-end capping of the thin filament 

(McElhinny et al., 2001).  It is tempting to attempt to develop a transgenic mouse 

lacking the M1M2M3 sequence and observe whether or not this mutant exhibits 

aberrant pointed-end capping in its thin filaments.  Finally, it is already known that 

the majority of the nebulin protein sequence contains repeating and super-repeating 

actin-binding domains, which may act to specify the number of actin monomers that 

comprise the thin filament.  One would expect that reducing or increasing the number 

of these domains would result in corresponding changes in thin filament length.  The 

growing ease of using genetic engineering to create novel transgenic mouse lines will 
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likely improve the understanding of nebulin’s protein domains in the future. 

 

5.2.3 Gene Therapy Approaches 

Gene knockout and gene manipulation studies are gold standard approaches to 

understanding gene function.  The severe phenotype of the nebulin-knockout mouse 

exemplifies the fact that nebulin is essential for skeletal muscle function and 

maintenance.  However, postnatal analysis of the nebulin-knockout mouse cannot 

conclusively determine whether acute nebulin deficiency is directly responsible for its 

severely compromised phenotype, or whether the phenotype is a secondary 

consequence of skeletal morphogenesis and myogenesis in the absence of nebulin.  

To determine whether the absence of nebulin is directly responsible for the phenotype 

of nebulin-deficient skeletal muscle, exogenous nebulin may be reintroduced into the 

nebulin-deficient tissue.  If exogenous nebulin can reverse the pathological effects of 

nebulin deficiency, it can be concluded that nebulin alone explains the pathological 

phenotype.  On the other hand, if exogenous nebulin cannot reverse the pathology, it 

can be concluded that the absence of nebulin during development has additional and 

unexplored consequences during skeletal myogenesis and myofibrillogenesis. 

A number of therapeutic strategies have been explored for reintroducing an 

exogenous protein into an in vivo system.  Perhaps the best characterized is gene 

therapy, whereby a DNA plasmid containing a gene encoding the “rescue protein” of 

interest is transfected into the target system.  Most transfection protocols utilize either 

electroporation or viral vectors to facilitate plasmid delivery.  A number of studies 

indicate that gene therapy has promise in reversing the pathological phenotypes of 
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mutants with muscle-specific gene deletions.  For example, one provocative study 

used recombinant adeno-associated viral vector-mediated gene transfer to deliver 

microdystrophin into the skeletal muscle of dystrophin- and utrophin-deficient mice 

(Gregorevic et al., 2006).  These mice, which have a phenotype resembling human 

Duchenne muscular dystrophy, exhibit a truncated lifespan and severe hypotonia.  

However, systemic delivery of microdystrophin reduced their pathology and 

dramatically extended their lifespan.  Another more recent study has shown that 

electroporation-mediated delivery of desmin can reverse myofibrillar misalignment, 

altered isometric stress production, and depressed intracellular signaling in muscle 

fibers from desmin-knockout mice, which recapitulate the phenotype of human 

desminopathy (Palmisano, 2007). 

Clearly, skeletal muscle has a certain capacity to incorporate structural and 

regulatory proteins transcribed and translated from exogenous DNA.  The extent to 

which this phenomenon can be exploited in the nebulin-knockout mouse will require 

additional exploration.  One consideration is that the large size of the nebulin protein 

product (500-900 kDa) may preclude the movement of its corresponding DNA 

plasmid across cell membranes.  The application of an exogenous nebulin plasmid 

may prove to be an intractable challenge because the plasmid may not be able to 

move across cell membranes during electroporation.  

Secondly, because only neonatal nebulin-knockout mice are available and 

neonatal skeletal muscle is both small and mechanically fragile, in vivo 

electroporation appears to be a disadvantageous approach.  Systemic delivery of a 

viral vector is preferred because it is less likely than electroporation to cause cell 
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necrosis and, therefore, is generally less invasive.  Viral vectors may also be preferred 

because of their higher transfection efficiency when compared to electroporation. 

Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that the plasmid will be able to be packaged into 

a viral vector in its entirety, suggesting that successful viral delivery may be 

challenging as well.  As an alternative, a “mininebulin” or “micronebulin” construct 

might be used.  Pilot experiments are necessary to test if these predictions are correct 

in the nebulin-knockout mouse.  The bioengineering of a successful gene therapy-

based approach toward reversing the pathological phenotype of the nebulin-knockout 

mouse holds tremendous promise toward developing a translatable therapeutic 

intervention for human nemaline myopathy. 
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